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Abstract 
In the work we estimate the rate of convergence of the Wong-Zakai type of approx-
iinations for SDEs and SPDEs. Two cases are studied: SDEs in finite dimensional 
settings and evolution stochastic systems (SDEs in the infinite di1nensional case). 
The latter result is applied to the second order SPDEs of parabolic type and the 
filtering problem. Roughly, the result is the following. Let Wn be a sequence of 
continuous stochastic processes of finite variation on an interval [0, T]. Assume 
that for some a > 0 the processes Wn converge ahnost surely in the supremum 
norm in [0, T] to W with the rate n-"' for each "' < a. Then the solutions Un of 
the differential equations with Wn converge almost surely in the supre1num norm 
in [0, T] to the solution u of the "Stratonovich" SDE with W with the same rate 
of convergence, n-"' for each "' < a, in the case of SDEs and with the rate of 
convergence n-"'12 for each "' < a, in the case of evolution systen1s and SPDEs. 
In the final chapter we verify that the two most coininon approximations of the 
Wiener process, smoothing and polygonal approxin1ation, satisfy the assun1ptions 
made in the previous chapters. 
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This paper is devoted to investigation of the stability of stochastic (partial) differ-
ential equations with respect to silnultaneous perturbation of the driving process 
and of the equations coefficients. Although the studied equations are of different 
types they can all be unified and written in an abstract general forn1 
du(t) = A(t, u(t))dt + L Bi(t, u(t))dWi(t), t E [0, T], 
j 
with the initial condition 
u(O) = ~· 
(1.0.1) 
(1.0.2) 
Above A, Bi' j = 1' 2, ... 'rare S0111e abstract functions depending on w, vV is an 
r-dimensional Wiener process. Let {Wn}nEN1 be a sequence of r-dimensional pro-
cesses of bounded on the interval [0, T] variation which approxi1nates the Wiener 
process in some appropriate sense. Suppose that we simultaneously approxin1ate 
coefficients A, B by sequences { An}nEN, { Bn}nEN, respectively. For every n E N 
let us consider an equation of the fonn 
dun(t) = An(t, Un(t))dt + L B~(t, Un(t))dW~(t), t E [0, T], 
j 
with the initial condition 
(1.0.3) 
(1.0.4) 
Then a natural question arises whether the solutions Un for the problems (1.0.3)-
(1.0.4) converge, and if yes what the lin1it is. It is known that if An, Bn converge 
to A, B in some appropriate sense, Wn converges to W in probability uniformly 
in t E [0, T] and the process 
1 In the paper we denote by N the sequence of numbers 1, 2, .... 
3 
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converges in probability uniformly in t E [0, T] to 0 for every j, l = 1, 2, ... , r then 
the solutions Un of the problems (1.0.3)-(1.0.4) converge in probability uniformly 
in t E [0, T] to a process u which satisfies (1.0.1)-(1.0.2), where the last term in 
( 1.0.1) is understood in the "Stratonovich" sense. 
This problem was first considered by E. Wong and M. Zakai ( [23], [24]). Since 
that time there was a large number of publications devoted to this problem (see 
[5], [6], [7], [12], [20], [21], [25]) where the convergence of the solutions Un --t u 
was studied. However, not many of them give the result on the rate of this 
convergence. In the paper we investigate the rate of convergence, the problem 
which was not well studied in the literature before. 
In the simplest situation where the coefficients A, B are ti1ne-independent 
non-rando1n functions equal to An, Bn, respectively, the result of the paper is 
the following. Assume that processes Wn, Sn converge almost surely to W, 0, 
respectively. Suppose that for a given o: > 0 there exists an ahnost surely finite 
random variable rJ such that 
sup L IW~(t)- WJ(t)i + sup L IS~(t)l < rJn-a, 
tE[O,TJ j tE[O,T] j 
sup L IIS~II(t) ::; '1}, 
tE[O,Tj j 
where IIS~II(t) denotes the variation of the process S~(t) over the interval [0, t]. 
Let us assume the existence of the solutions un, u of the proble1ns (1.0.3)-(1.0.4), 
(1.0.1)-(1.0.2), respectively. Then under son1e sn1oothness requiren1ents on the 
coefficients A,· B we get 
sup lun(t)- u(t)i ::; rJKn-K 
tE[O,Tj 
for all K < o: in the case of stochastic differential equations and for all "' < 
o:/2 in the case of stochastic evolution syste1ns and stochastic partial differential 
equations. The random variable 'rJK is ahnost surely finite and depends only on "'· 
Our interest in the rate of convergence is motivated by the filtering problem 
for partially observable diffusion processes. Let x be the unobservable signal 
component, and let y be the observation. A fairly general filtering problem is 
defined by the systen1 
dx ( t) = h ( t, X ( t) , y ( t)) dt + CJ ( t, x ( t) , y ( t)) dV ( t) 
+ P ( t, x ( t) , y ( t)) dvV ( t) , 
dy(t) = H(t, x(t), y(t))dt + dW(t), 
x(O) - ~' 
y(O) rJ, 
where h, H, CJ, pare JRd, IRr, JRdxro, JRdxr respectively, valued stochastic processes 
defined for (t, x, y) E [0, T] x JRd x IRr, and (V, W) is an (r0 + r)-dimensional 
4 
Wiener process independent of the random variables~' '17· The estimation of the 
signal process x given the trajectories of the observation y is main problem of the 
filtering. It was shown before that under some general assumptions there can be 
constructed a so called Zakai equation, a stochastic partial differential equation 
driven by the observation y, which adrnits the solution <p(t, x). The density p of 
the distribution 
P{x(t) E r1 y(s), 0 ~ s ~ t} 
can be obtained by the normalization 
p(t,x) = <p(t,x) 
JTRd <p( t, X )dx. 
Note, that in practice we deal with observations Yn of bounded variation which 
can be considered as approximations for y. Using Yn in place of y in the Zakai 
equation we obtain solutions <pn· Therefore, it is irnportant to know how fast 
unnormalized densities <pn converge to <p and normalized densities Pn converge to 
p given the rate of convergence Yn -+ y. 
Structurally the work is presented as follows. Chapter 2 is devoted to stochas-
tic differential equations. The situation where the drift A is Lipschitz-continuous 
is first studied. In this case we obtained the rate of convergence n-~, "" < a. 
However, there have been given sorne exarnples of non-Lipschitz drifts (see [18]). 
Next we consider the situation where Lipschitz-continuity is replaced by a weaker 
monotonicity condition. In this case we proved slightly slower convergence n-t\,, 
""< aj2. 
In Chapter 3 we study stochastic evolution systerns. The equations are studied 
in abstract normal triples V Y 1HI Y V'. The nonlinear operators A, B), j = 
1, 2, ... , r, are assun1ed to depend on w, t and n. We get the rate of convergence 
n-~, "" < a/2. 
Chapter 4 can be considered as a continuation of Chapter 3. Here we apply 
the result of Chapter 3 to stochastic partial differential equations, A is a second 
order elliptic differential operator, B), j = 1, 2, ... , r, are first order differential 
operators. The considerations are made in Sobolev spaces vlf:2. 
The filtering problem is considered in Chapter 5. We show that if observation 
processes Yn, y satisfy the assurnptions n1ade above for vVn, vV, then the unnor-
rnalized densities <pn converge to <p and normalized densities Pn converge top with 
the half rate. of the convergence Yn -7 y. 
Finally, in the last Chapter 6 we show that two types of approxirnations of 
the Wiener process W, smoothing and the polygonal approximation, satisfy the 
assun1ptions mentioned above. 
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Stochastic Differential Equations 
in Finite Dimensional Case 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider stochastic differential equation of the form 
dX(t) = b(t, X(t))dt + ai(t, X(t))dvVi(t) (2.1.1) 
with initial condition 
X(O) = ~' (2.1.2) 
where W is a Wiener process, and b(t, ·), ai(t, ·), j = 1, 2, ... , r, are vector fields 
n1apping ~d into ~d for every t 2 0, initial value ~ is a randorn variable, and 
solution X is a stochastic process with values in ~d. Here and throughout the 
paper we use the summation convention with respect to the repeated indices. We 
replace the Wiener process with a sequence {Wn}nEN of processes of bounded 
variation which, for sorne a > 0, converges ahnost surely in suprernum nonn on 
the interval [0, T] to W with the rate n-"', for each K, < a. Hence, we get for 
every n E N the corresponding to (2.1.1) differential equation of the forn1 
(2.1.3) 
with initial condition 
(2.1.4) 
It is well known (see [5]) that the sequence of solutions Xn of problems (2.1.3)-
(2.1.4) converges under some natural conditions in the uniform topology in prob-
ability. The limit, however, is not the solution of problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.2), but of a 
closely related problern with the equation which contains an extra drift term. This 
equation can be considered as equation (2.1.1) with the last differential written 
in the Stratonovich forn1. We investigate the almost sure convergence Xr. ---7 X 
in the suprernun1 norm on the interval [0, T]. 
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Under additional assu1nptions the problem admits an obvious solution ([1]). 
Consider one dimensional situation where drift b vanishes, and diffusion a does 
not depend on t. If a is Lipschitz-continuous, equation 
d 
dx u( x) = a ( u ( x)), u ( 0) = ~ 
has a unique solution. It is easy to show that X(t) = u(W(t)), Xn(t) = u(Wn(t)) 
satisfy proble1ns (2.1.1 )-(2.1.2), (2.1.3)-(2.1.4), respectively. Then by Lipschitz-
continuity of u the rates of convergence of solutions Xn(t) and approximations 
Wn(t) of the Wiener process coincide. 
Under the same assumptions on coefficients the above scheme can be extended 
to the multi dimensional case. However, this entails additional conditions on the 
coefficients of the equations. As before, set X(t) = u(W(t)), Xn(t) = u(Wn(t)), 
where u is a solution of the following system of partial differential equations 
This syste1n is solvable only under Frobenius condition, 
for every x E JRd and all i = 1, ... , d, j, l = 1, ... , r, where 
. l 8 0 
a~( 1) (X) = a k (X) -8 af (X). ta Xk 
The above solution requires very strong assumptions on the coefficients of the 
equations. In Theorem 2.3.1 we show that Xn converge to X with the san1e rate, 
n-"' for each n, < a, as in the above solution under Frobenius condition. However, 
only some natural regularity properties are imposed on the coefficients b and ai. 
2.2 Generalities 
In this section we give some general ideas and notations from the Theory of 
Randon1 Processes and Stochastic Differential Equations. 
Let JRd be a Euclidean space of dimension d with a fixed orthonormal basis, and 
let us denote Xi the j-th coordinate of a point X E JRd. For X, Y E JRd we denote 
the scalar product of X and Y by XY. For a vector X E JRd we denote its modulus 
by lXI and for a matrix BE JRdxr we denote IBI = (trBB*) 112 = (I:k,I(Bi)2) 
112
. 
For a real valued function Zt its variation over the time interval [0, t] is denoted 
by 11 z 11 ( t) . 
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For a sequence of real valued stochastic processes {Yn}nEN defined on the 
interval [0, T] and a numerical sequence On we will use notation Yn = O(an) if 
for so1ne ahnost surely finite random variable ( 
for all nE N for every t E [0, T]. 
2.2.1 It6 Equations in JRd 
Although this is not the topic of the paper, in this section we give the existence 
and uniqueness results for a solution of a SDE in finite dimensional settings. 
Let (D, :F, P) be a complete probability space equipped with con1plete right-
continuous filtration {:Ft}t>o· Let vV = W(t) be a Wiener process relative to 
{:Ft}. Suppose that a d-din1ensional vector b = b(t, x) and ad x r n1atrix a are 
defined for t E [0, T], X E JRd) w E n. Let ~ be an JRd-valued :Fa-measurable 
rando1n variable. We consider equation 
dX(t) = b(t, X(t))dt + ai(t, X(t))dvVi(t), X(O) = ~· (2.2.1) 
The vector b is called the drift and the matrix a is called the diffusion of the 
equation (2.2.1). 
Definition 2.2.1. A continuous :Ft-adapted process which satisfies {2.2.1) almost 
surely for all t E [0, T] we will call a solution of equation {2. 2.1) on the interval 
[0, T]. 
This equation is considered under certain additional conditions. 
Assumption 2.2.1. For any R > 0 there exists a non-negative measurable pro-
cess Kt ( R) such that almost surely 
and 
1T Kt(R)dt < oo, 
(a) {mono tonicity condition) for all x, y E JRd such that lxl, IYI < R, for 
almost all t E [0, T] 
2(x- y)(b(t, x)- b(t, y)) + la(t, x)- a(t, y)l 2 ::; I<t(R)(x- y) 2 ; 
{b) (growth condition) for all x E JRd and almost all t E [0, T] 
2xb(t,x) + la(t,x)l 2 ::; Kt(1)(1 + x2). 
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The following theorem is the generalization of Ito's classical result on existence 
of a solution of a stochastic equation of type (2.2.1) with random coefficients. We 
avoided the Lipschitz continuity and replaced it with monotonicity condition. An 
exan1ple of a function which satisfies monotonicity but does not satisfy Lipschitz 
condition can be found in [18]. 
Theorem 2.2.1. Under Assumption 2.2.1 there exists a solution X(t) of equation 
{2.2.1). If X(t), Y(t) are two solutions of (2.2.1) then they are indistinguishable, 
z.e. 
P{ sup IX(t)- Y(t)l > 0} = 0. 
tE[O,T] 
The proof can be found in [16]. 
2.3 The Main Results 
Let (n, :F, P) be a complete probability space equipped with right-continuous 
co1nplete a-algebras { :Ft}t~O· Let W be an r-di1nensional Wiener process, and 
{Wn}nEN be its approximation sequence of processes of bounded variation. For 
j, l = 1, 2, ... , r define processes 
1 
-6 'lt 2 J l 
where bjt is the Kronecker's symbol which assun1es 1 if j = l, and 0 otherwise. 
We assume the following. 
Assumption 2.3.1. There exists a positive number a such that for every K, <a 
and every positive fJ 
(1) W- Wn = O(n-~), 
(2) Sn = O(n-~), 
(3) IISnll = O(ln8 n). 
Let b, ai, j = 1, 2, ... , r, be Borel measurable random vector fields mapping 
[0, oo) x IRd to JRd. We consider "Stratonovich" stochastic differential equation 
dX(t) = b(t, X(t))dt + a1(t, X(t)) o dW1(t), (2.3.1) 
with the initial condition 
X(O) = ~· (2.3.2) 
The last term in the right hand side of (2.3.1) represents the Stratonovich stochas-
tic integral which can be reduced to the Ito integral by 
. 1 . 
a1(t, X(t)) o dW1(t) = a1(t, X(t))dW1 (t) + 2,a(ui)(t, X(t))dt, 
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for every fixed j where 
Above j, l = 1, 2, ... , r, i = 1, 2, ... , d. 
For every integer n E N we consider the differential equation 
(2.3.3) 
with the initial condition 
~· (2.3.4) 
Suppose that the following is satisfied. 
Assumption 2.3.2. 
{i) Random vector field b is Lipschitz-continuous with respect to x E JRd, i.e. 
for some constant K 
lb(t, x) - b(t, y)l ~ Klx- Yl 
for all x, y E JRd uniformly in t E [0, T], and satisfies linear growth condition 
lb(t,x)l ~ I<(1+lxl) 
for all x E JRd and t E [0, T]. 
{ii) Random vector field ai is from the class C~'3 ([0, T] x JRd) for every 
j = 1, 2, ... , r, i.e. it is continuously differentiable with respect to t and 
three times continuously differentiable with respect to x with all derivatives 
bounded by constant K. 
{iii) Initial value ~ is an :F0-measurable random variable in JRd. 
Note, that under Assumption 2.3.2 problems (2.3.1 )-(2.3.2) and (2.3.3)-(2.3.4) 
adn1it continuous on the interval [0, T] solutions X, Xn, respectively. 
Theorem 2.3.1. Under Assumptions 2.3.1, 2.3.2 the sequence of solutions Xn 
of problems {2.3.3)-{2.3.4) converges almost surely to the solution X of problem 
{2.3.1)-{2.3.2). Moreover, for any 1 < o 
Let us consider a weakened version of Assun1ption 2.3.2. 
Assumption 2.3.3. 
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{i) Random vector field b satisfies monotonicity condition with respect to 
x E JR.d, i.e. for some constant K 
(x- y)(b(t, x)- b(t, y)) ~ Klx- Yl 2 
for all x, y E JR.d uniformly in t E [0, T], and satisfies linear growth condition 
lb(t,x)l ~ I<(1+lxl) 
for all x E JR.d and t E [0, T]. 
{ii) Random vector field ai is from the class C~·3 ([0, T] x JR.d) for every j = 
1, 2, ... , r, i.e. it is continuously differentiable one time with respect to t 
and three times with respect to x with all derivatives bounded by constant 
K. 
{iii) Initial value ~ is an F0 -measurable random variable in JR.d. 
Basically, this is Assumption 2.3.2 with the Lipschitz continuity of the drift b 
replaced by the n1onotonicity condition. Clearly, Assun1ption 2.3.3 ensures that 
problems (2.3.1 )-(2.3.2) and (2.3.3)-(2.3.4) have continuous on the interval [0, T] 
solutions X, Xn, respectively. 
Theorem 2.3.2. Under Assumptions 2.3.1, 2.3.3 the sequence of solutions Xn 
of problems {2.3.3)-{2.3.4) converges almost surely to the solution X of problem 
{2.3.1)-{2.3.2). Moreover, for any 1 <a 
2.4 Auxiliary Results 
Theorems 2.3.1, 2.3.2 will be proved after proving a nu1nber of auxiliary proposi-
tions. 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let { 1/Jn}nEN be a family of real valued stochastic processes of 
bounded variation starting from 0; { 'Pn}nEN a family of continuous real valued 
stochastic processes with stochastic differentials 
d<pn(t) = fn(t)dt + gn(t)dW(t). (2.4.1) 
Suppose that for some positive numbers K, K 
(i) E SUPt~T I'Pn(t)lrq < K, 
( ii) Esupt~T lfn(t)lrq < K, 
(iii) Esupt~T lgn(t)lrq < K, 
( iv) E SUPt~T 11/Jn ( t) lrp < Kn-Krp - l 
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for each n and some positive integers r, p, q, such that 1/p + 1/q = 1. Then 
Esup I rt 'Pn(s)d'l/Jn(s)lr :::; cn-Kr, 
t~T lo 
where constant C = C(r,p, T, K) does not depend on n. 
Proof. Integration by parts gives, 
Esup I rt 'Pn(s)d'l/Jn(s)lr < 
t~T Jo CrE sup I'Pn(t)'l/Jn(t)ir t~T 
+ CrEsup I rt fn(s)'l/Jn(s)dslr 
t~T lo 
+ CrEsup I rt gn(s)'l/Jn(s)dW(s)lr' 
t~T lo 
where Cr is a constant independent of n. Applying Jensen's, Holder's and Burkholder-
Davis-Gundy inequalities to each term in the right hand side of the last inequality 
we get 
Esup I rt 'Pn(s)d'l/Jn(s)lr :::; cn-Kr, 
t~T lo 
where constant C does not depend on n, which proves the le1n1na. D 
Lemma 2.4.2. Let { Bn}nEN be a sequence of real valued processes defined on the 
interval [0, T], and let f3, 1 be positive numbers such that 1 < f3. Suppose that for 
every n, and some r > ((3- !)-1 
( ) 
1/r 
E sup IBn(t)lr 
t~T 
where Cf3 may depend on r but not on n. Then 
Proof. We have 
Therefore, 
P{sup IBn(t)l > n-1 } 
t~T 
P{sup IBn(t)lr > n_,.1 } 
t5:_T 
< nr1 EsupiBn(t)ir :::; Cf3nr(r-f3). 
t~T 
by the assun1ptions of the lemma. By Borel-Cantelli lemma there exists a finite 
random variable (1 depending on 1 such that almost surely 
D 
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Lemma 2.4.3. Suppose that for a sequence of real continuous stochastic processes 
{ ~n}nEN defined on [0, T] and a positive number 1 
for every c > 0 where the stopping time 1r; is defined as inf { t 2:: 0 : l~n ( t) I 2:: c}. 
Then 
Proof. Let us denote ~m:(t) = ~n(t 1\ 1r;). First, notice that suptE[O,T] l~nc:(t)l ---+ 0 
in probability for all c > 0 implies suptE[O,T] l~n(t)l ---+ 0 in probability as n---+ oo. 
Indeed, this follows from the relation 
{wE 0: sup l~n(t)! 2:: 6} = {wE 0: sup l~nc:(t)l 2:: 6} 
tE[O,T] tE[O,TJ 
for 0 < 6 < c. Using this remark, from suptE[O,r]l~nc:(t)l ---+ 0 almost surely it 
follows that suptE[O,TJ l~n(t)l ---+ 0 in probability as n---+ 0. Define 
On = {wE 0: sup sup ~~k(t, w)l < c }. 
k?:_n tE[O,TJ 
It is easy to check that P ( U~= 1 On) = 1. Then there exists N = N ( w) such that 
for all n > N 
sup l~n(t,w)l = sup l~nc:(t,w)l ~ 'l]c:(w)n-1 , 
tE[O,T] tE[O,T] 
where 7Jc: is an a.s. finite randorn variable for every E > 0. The last inequality 
holds by the assumptions of the lemma. Define 
7J(w) = sup sup n'l~n(t,w)l. 
n?:_l tE[O,T] 
This random variable is a.s. finite. This proves the lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.4.4 (Gronwall). Assume that for non-negative increasing continuous 
processes y, Q such that Ey( oo) < oo and Q ( oo) ~ K the following condition 
holds, 
Ey(r):;:: E [ y(s)dQ(s) + c: 
for any stopping time T. Then 
Ey(oo) ~ cei<. 
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2.5 Proof of the Results 
2.5.1 Proof of Theorem 2.3.1 
We start with rewriting the ordinary and "Stratonovich" equations. Rewrite 
(2.3.1) in the It6 form 
. . 1 . 
dXz(t) = bi(t, X(t))dt + af(t, X(t))dWi(t) + 2af(ui)(t, X(t))dt. (2.5.1) 
Writing out the differential for af(t,Xn(t)) and using (2.3.3) we get, 
. a . a . 
daf(t, Xn(t)) = -a af(t, Xn(t))dt + bk(t, Xn(t))-a af(t, Xn(t))dt 
t Xk 
+ a{(u')(t, Xn(t))dW~(t). (2.5.2) 
Rewrite (2.3.3) in the form 
dX~ (t) = bi ( t, X n ( t)) dt + af ( t, X n ( t)) dHI i ( t) 
+ af ( t, X n ( t)) d ( W ~ ( t) - W j ( t) ) . 
Integrating by parts the last tenn and applying (2.5.2), we derive 
dX~ (t) = bi(t, Xn(t) )dt 
+ af (t, Xn(t) )dWi (t) 
+ d ( af ( t, X n ( t)) ( W ~ ( t) - W j ( t) ) ) 
. . a . 
- (W~(t)- W 1 (t)) ataf(t, Xn(t))dt (2.5.3) 
. . a . 
- (W~(t)- W 1 (t))bk(t, Xn(t))-a af(t, Xn(t))dt 
Xk 
- (W~(t)- H!i(t))af(u')(t, Xn(t))dW~(t). 
Let us fix some positive K < a. Define for any integer R > 0 stopping ti1nes 
T:; = inf {t ~ 0: jX(t)j + ntt(IW(t)- Wn(t)l + ISn(t)l) + IISnJI(t) ~ R}, 
ln n 
7r~ = inf{t ~ 0: IXn(t)- X(t)l ~ c}, 
p~·c: = T:; 1\ 1f~ 1\ T. 
Paran1eter fJ will be chosen later. While using p~·c: for simplicity we will omit 
indices Rand c, and simply write Pn· Using (2.5.1), (2.5.3) for any stopping time 
T and any r = 2, 3, ... 
E sup IXi(t 1\ Pn)- X~(t 1\ Pn) lr 
t~T 
(2.5.4) 
< c1 (11 + L
1
. (14 + 14 + Il + Il) + LI~k + L(If + 1~1 )), 
j,k j,l 
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where constant c1 depends only on r, and 
By Burkholder-Davis-Gundy and Jensen's inequalities as well as by Lipschitz-
continuity of bi, CJ/ and CJ{(a') we get 
where constant c2 = c2 (r, T) does not depend on n and R. Next, by Assun1p-
tion 2.3.2 and the definition of the stopping tin1e Pn 
n~ax{Jl, Ii, I~k} ~ kE sup IW~(t)- Vf!i(t)l 7. < k 1n-Kr, 
],k t~rl\pn 
where constant k1 = k1 (r, T, R, c) does not depend on n. 
'[ . 
To estin1ate I~ it suffices to show that <pn(t) := CJI(a')(t 1\ Pn, X(t 1\ Pn)), 
7/Jn(t) := S~1 (t 1\ Pn 1\ T) satisfy the conditions of Lem1na 2.4.1 for every n and 
son1e p, q, say p = q = 2. Indeed, using the It6 formula and applying (2.5.1) 
we derive It6 differential d<pr, and conclude that by Assumption 2.3.2 and the 
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definition of the stopping time Pn functions 
fn(t) = 
a . a . 
ataf(al)(t, X(t)) + bk(t, X(t)) axk af(al)(t, X(t)) 
+ ~a~(u•)(t, X(t)) a~k af(u')(t, X(t)) 
+ ~aZ(t, X (t) )a;(t, X ( t)) ax~~xP af(u'J ( t, X ( t)), 
h a j 
ak(t, X(t))-a a.( l)(t, X(t)) 
Xk t a 
are bounded uniformly in t E [0, T 1\ Pn], i.e. assumptions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 2.4.1 
hold. Assumption (iv) is satisfied by Assu1nption 2.3.1. By Lemma 2.4.1 
1nax Jil < k n -K,r .
1 
s - 2 , 
], 
constant k2 = k2 (r, T, R) does not depend on n. 
Summing up inequalities (2.5.4) by i and using all esti1nates above we derive 
(2.5.5) 
\vhere constants c, k are independent of n, and 
Yn(t) = sup !X(u 1\ Pn)- Xn(u 1\ Pn)lr, 
u~t 
are increasing by t non-negative and continuous processes, and 
Using Gronwalllemma (Lemma 2.4.4) for every n we have 
E sup IX(t)- Xn(t)lr ::; kn-1\,T exp{cT + c(Rln15 nr}, 
t~pn 
which, under condition 8r < 1, i1nplies for every (3 < K 
E sup IX(t)- Xn(t)!r ::; Cf3n-!3r, 
t~Pn 
where constant c13 = c13(r, T, R) does not depend on n. 
For any 1 < K choose (3 such that 1 < (3 < K, then choose r > ((3- 1)-1 and 
8 < 1/r. By Le1nn1a 2.4.2 ahnost surely 
sup IX(t)- Xn(t)l < (1 n-1 (2.5.6) 
t~Pn 
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where ( 1 is a finite random variable. 
Below we are getting rid of stopping times T/! and 1r~. Let us consider processes 
An(t) = IX(t)l + nK(IW(t)- Wn(t)l + ISn(t)l) + IISnJI(t)' 
In n 
and 
A(t) = sup An(t). 
n 
Process An(t) is continuous in t for every n, then process A(t) is left-continuous, 
and by Assumption 2.3.1 almost surely finite for any t. Then 
Tn = inf{t ~ 0: A(t) ~ R} 
is a stopping time, and inequality An(t) ~ A(t) implies 
for every w and every n. Moreover, almost surely 
lin1 TR = 00. 
R-?oo 
By (2.5.6) the random variable 
7]1 ,n = sup n1 sup jX(t) - Xn(t) I 
n t<rRf\'rrc 1\T - n 
is ahnost surely finite, and hence for any 1 < K 
sup jX(t)- Xn(t)l ~ 7]1 ,nn-1 . 
t~rRI\7r~I\T 
Consider sets On = { w : TR ~ T}. It is obvious that P (Ulf= 1 On) = 1. Define 
7]1 = 1]1 ,1 for w E 01 and 7]1 = 7]1 ,n for w E On\ (U~11 On), R ~ 2. Then 7]1 is 
aln1ost surely finite and 
sup jX(t)- Xn(t)l ~ rJ,n- 1 
t~1r~I\T 
for any 1 < K. Finally, note that because of the arbitrary choice of K the last 
inequality holds for any 1 < a. It suffices to apply Lemma 2.4.3. The proof of 
the theoren1 is con1plete. 
D 
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2.5.2 Proof of Theorem 2.3.2 
This theoren1 can be proved in exactly the same way as Theorem 2.3.1. However, 
under Assumption 2.3.3 the term 11 in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 becomes prob-
lenlatic. Our aiin now is to get a better expansion for IX- Xnl· For simplicity of 
notations let us denote by F(t) · G(t) the integral J; F(s)dG(s). For two vectors 
u, v E IRd the scalar product in JRd we will denote by uv. For simplicity we will 
also drop parameter t. We get the following expansion. By the Ito forn1ula 
4 
IX- Xnl 2 = Lik, 
k=O 
where 
Io 2 (X- Xn)(b(t, X)- b(t, Xn)) · t, 
I 1 2 (X - X n) ( ai ( t, X) - ai ( t, X n)) · ~Vi, 
J2 2(X- Xn)ai(t, Xn) · (Wi- W~), 
!3 (X- Xn)a{ai)(t, X)· t, 
!4 I a(t, X)l 2 · t. 
Next, again by the I to formula 
where 
2(X- Xn)(Wi- W~)ai(s, Xn)l~=o' 
- 2(Wi - H!~)ai (t, Xn)(b(t, X) - b(t, Xn)) · t, 
- 2(Wi- W~)ai(t, Xn)(a1(t, X)- a1(t, Xn)) · l¥1, 
. . . l l l 
- 2(W1 - l¥;)a1 (t, Xn)a (t, Xn) · (W - Wn), 
. . . l 
- (W1 - w; )a1 ( t, Xn)a(a') ( t, X) · t, 
. . a . 
- 2(X- Xn)(W1 - w;) ata1 (t, Xn) · t, 
. . a . 
- 2(X- Xn)(W1 - w;)-a a1 (t, Xn)bk(t, Xn) · t, 
Xk 
- 2(X- Xn)(Wi- W~)a{a')(t, Xn) ·~V~, 






Let us denote 
We have 
where 
JI 127 + 13 = -2(X- Xn)o}al)(t, X). 5~1 ' 
J2 1233 + 124 = 2(Wi - W~ )ai ( t, Xn)a(ah) ( t, X) · 5~t, 
J3 14+12s+1234 = ia(t,X)-a(t,Xn)l 2 . 
-25~1 (X- Xn)a{at)(s, X)l!=o' 
"[ . 
25~ a(a1)(t, X)(b(t, X)- b(t, Xn)) · t, 
25~1a{a1 )(t, X)(ah(t, X)- ah(t, Xn)) · Wh, 
25~1a{a1 )(t, X)ah(t, Xn) · (Wh- W~t), 
jl j h 5n a(a1)(t, X)a(ah)(t, X)· t, 
-~ a . . 
25~ (X- Xn) at a(a1) (t, X) · t, 
·z a . 
25~ (X- Xn) ax a(a1)(t, X)bp(t, X)· t, 
p 
2S~1(X- Xn) a~ a{u')(t, X)a;(t, X)· Wq, 
p 
S~1 (X - Xn) a~ a{u') ( t, X)a!(u•) ( t, X) · t, 
p 














2S~t(Wi- W~)ai(s, Xn)a~a")(s, X)l~=o' 
-2S~tai(t, Xn)a~a")(t, X)· (Wi- W~), 
lh . . l f) . 
-2Sn (W1 - W~)a(a") (t, X) fJt a1 (t, Xn) · t, 
lh . . l f) . 
-2Sn (W1 - W~)a(a")(t, X) fJx a1 (t, Xn)bp(t, Xn) · t, 
p 
-2S~h(Wi- W~)a~a")(t, X)a{aq)(t, Xn) · W~, 
lh . . . f) l 
-2Sn (W1 - W~)a1 (t, Xn) fJt a(a") (t, X) · t, 
lh . . . f) l 
-2Sn (W1 - W~)a1 (t,Xn)-8 a(a")(t,X)bp(t,X) · t, Xp 
-2S~h(Wi - W~)ai (t, Xn) 
8
8 
a( a") (t, X)a~(t, X) · Wq, 
Xp 




8 a~a")(t, X)a~(t, X)· t. 
Xp 
Note that J19 + J29 + J13 + 121 = 0. Denote 
Then 
where 
J sit i ( X) h ( X)Shqlt 40 - n a(a') s, a(aq) s, n s=O' 
J41 2S~1 S~qufu') (t, X) :t ufu•) (t, X) · t, 
J42 28~1 S~qu{u') ( t, X) B~k ufu•) ( t, X)bk( t, X) · t, 
J43 2S~1 S~qu(u')(t, X) a~k ufu•)(t, X)uf(t, X). WP, 
J44 S~1 S~qa{a')(t, X)
8
8 a~q)(t, X)aZ(aP)(t, X)· t, 
Xk 







(t, X)· t. 
Xkt Xk2 
Then repeating the proof of Theoren1 2.3.1 and denoting 
Zn(t) = sup IX(u !\ Pn)- Xn(u !\ Pn)l 2r 
u~t 
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we can get inequality (2.5.5) with Yn(t) replaced by zn(t), which leads to the rate 
n-112 . The first term of the right hand side of this new inequality is formed by 
! 0 + J3 and the second tennis formed by 
k=0,1,2,5,6 k=0,1,2 k=0,1,2,5,6,7,8 k=0,2,3,5,6,7,8 k 
D 
Note, that under the Lipschitz-continuity of the problematic terms !21, Jn we 
again get the result n-1. 
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Chapter 3 
Stochastic Evolution Equations 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider an abstract fonn of a stochastic differential equation in 
infinite dimensional settings often referred to as a stochastic evolution equation. 
We consider the stochastic differential equation of the form 
du(t) = (A(t,w)u(t) + f(t,w))dt + (Bi(t,w)u(t) + gi(t,w))dWi(t) (3.1.1) 
in a normal triple of spaces V '---7 1HI '---7 V' (see Definition 3.2.1) with the initial 
condition 
u(O) = uo, (3.1.2) 
where W is an r-dimensional Wiener process, A, Bi, j 1, 2, ... , r are linear 
operators on V for every ( t, w), f, gi are stochastic processes in 1HI and u 0 is a 
randorn variable in JHI. We recall that here and throughout the paper we use the 
summation convention with respect to the repeated indices, i.e. in (3.1.1) we sun1 
up the last term with respect to j frorn 1 to m. 
We approximate the Wiener process W with a sequence {Wn}nEN of continu-
ous processes of finite variation in the supremum nonn on the interval [0, T] with 
the rate n-'"' for each "' < ex for fixed ex > 0, with sorne additional assumptions 
on the area process Sn (see Assumption 3.3.1). Simultaneously we approximate 
operators A, Bi, processes f, gi, and the initial value u0 in the same type of 
topology with the san1e rate of convergence (see Assumption 3.3.5). We get an 
approximation sequence of the differential equations 
dun(t) = (An(t,w)un(t)+ fn(t,w))dt + (B~(t,w)un(t)+g~(t,w))dW~(t), (3.1.3) 
n E N, considered in the same triple V '---7 1HI '---7 V' with the initial conditions 
(3.1.4) 
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The convergence of the sequence of solutions un of problems (3.1.3)-(3.1.4) to 
the solution u of the problem (3.1.1 )-(3.1.2) in the supremum norm on [0, T] was 
shown before (see [6]) under the assumption that the last differential in equation 
(3.1.1) is interpreted in the Stratonovich sense. We investigate the rate of this 
convergence. In Theore1n 3.3.1 we show that the rate of the convergence un --+ u 
is n-"'12 for each K < a. 
The next chapter is devoted to a particular situation of stochastic partial 
differential equations. There we apply the main result of this chapter to the 
situation where A is a second order and Bi are a first order differential operators. 
3.2 Generalities 
Before forn1ulating the result we recall son1e definitions and funda1nental results 
from the theory of stochastic evolution systen1s, and introduce so1ne notations. 
Throughout the chapter for a Banach space, say lU, we will denote its norm by 
I · lu, i.e. we equip the nonn sign with the syn1bol of the space. 
3.2.1 Normal Triple 
Let lU, V be two Banach spaces. We say that the space lU is normally imbedded 
into the space V (we denote this by lU Y V) if the i1nbedding is dense (in the 
topology of the space V generated by the norn1 I · lv) and continuous, i.e. there 
exists a constant N such that lvlv ::=; Nlulu for any v E V. 
Let V, V' be two separable Banach spaces, lHI be a Hilbert space with the 
scalar product denoted by ( · , ·). 
Definition 3.2.1. The triple (V, lHI, V') we will call normal and denote by V Y 
lHI Y V' if the space V is normally imbedded into the space lHI, which, in return, 
is normally imbedded into the space V', and for some constant J( 
l(v, h)l :::; Klvlvlhlv (3.2.1) 
for all v E V, h E lHI. 
An important exan1ple of a normal triple is the Sobolev space W2(1Rd) (the 
space V), L2 (1Rd) (the space JHI), and W2-m (the space V'). Sobolev spaces are 
considered in n1ore details in Chapter 4. 
For any v' E V' choose a sequence {hn} from lHI such that lhn- v'lv -t 0 as 
n--+ oo. By (3.2.1) (v, hn) converges. Thus for all v E V define a bilinear form 
[v, v'] = lim (v, hn)· 
n~oo 
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Clearly [v, w] = ( v, w) for v, w E IHI. Therefore, below for simplicity we will use 
the same notations for the bilinear form [·, ·] and the scalar product in IHI, and 
simply denote them by ( · , ·). 
It is easy to check that it has the following properties: 
(i) it is continuous with respect to both variables, i.e. for all v E V and v' E V' 
I ( v, v') I ::; Nlvlvlv'IV'; 
(ii) it coincides with the scalar product in IHI if v' E IHI; 
(iii) if v'(t) is an integrable function on the interval [a, b] taking values in V' then 
for every v E V 
( v, lb v' ( s) ds) = lb ( v, v' ( s)) ds. 
The form ( · , v') defines a linear functional on V for v' E V'. Suppose that the 
equality (v, v') = 0 for any v E V implies v' = 0, and assume that any functional 
on V has the form (·, v'), for some v' E V'. Then the rnapping :J : v' ---7 (·, v') 
is a one-to-one mapping of V' onto the space V* (here and throughout the paper 
V* denotes the conjugate space for V). Moreover, the following holds. 
Proposition 3.2.1. The mapping :J defines an isometric isomorphism between 
the spaces V' and V* . 
We will say that the scalar product in IHI defines the duality between the spaces 
V and V'. 
3.2.2 Hilbert Scales 
Here we recall the definition and basic properties of a Hilbert scale. This topic is 
covered in more details in [2) (see §7, Chapter II). 
Let V, IHI be two Hilbert spaces with scalar products(·, ·)v, (·, ·hn, and norms 
I · lv, I · IH, respectively. Let V be normally imbedded into IHI, and !villi! ::; lvlv for 
all v E V. Here we show that this spaces can be connected by a Hilbert scale 
(see Definition 3.2.2 below), i.e. there exists a Hilbert scale such that one of its 
elernents is the space V and another is the space IHI. We also give some properties 
of the constructed Hilbert scale. 
The following is well-known. 
Proposition 3.2.2. There exists a unique self-adjoint positive definite operator 
A defined on the space V and mapping it onto the space IHI such that lvlv = jAviiHI 
for every v E V. 
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The operator A is called a generating operator for the pair (IHI, V). 
Making use of the spectral decomposition of the identity E).. corresponding to 
the operator A we define powers of this operator by the formula 
A
0
v = 100 )..0 dE>,v, 
(see §3, Chapter II, [2]). 
For every a 2: 0 the domain of operator A a we denote by IHia. For a < 0 we 
define IHia as the co1n pletion of the space IHI with respect to the norm 1·1 IHia = I A 0 ·I TI-ll. 
It is known that IHia defined in this way is a Hilbert space for each a E lR with 
respect to the scalar product 
Definition 3.2.2. A system of Hilbert spaces {IHia }aEIR is called a Hilbert scale if 
for any three real a, (3, 1 such that a < (3 < 1 the space IHI, is normally imbedded 
into IHI.e and in turn IHI.a is normally imbedded into IHia, and for every v E IHI, 
It turns out that by the representation for the operators A a the systen1 
{IHia} aEIR is a Hilbert scale possessing the following properties, 
(i) it is uniquely defined; 
( ii) IHioo = n.BEIR IHI.e is dense in the space IHia for all 0' E lR in the norm I . I IHia ; 
(iii) the spaces IHia and lHLa are mutually conjugate with respect to the scalar 
product in IHio. 
The system {IHia} aEIR is called the Hilbert scale connecting spaces V and IHI. 
Let us choose real a, (3 such that a < (3 and define 1 = 2/3- a. We consider 
the triple of spaces (IHia, 1HI.e, IHI,). For any v E IHia, h E 1HI.a 
I (A.Bv, A.B h)~ I I (A.B-o A 0 V, A.B h)~ I 
I(A0 v,A'Yh)~l < lviiHialhhHI-r' 
and hence we have the following. 
Proposition 3.2.3. The system (IHia, 1HI.a, IHI,) is a normal triple. 
In view of the last assertion, by the properties of normal triples (see Propo-
sition 3.2.1), the scalar product in 1HI.e defines the duality mapping between IHia 
and IHf,. 
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3.2.3 Ito formula 
Let (0, F, P) be a complete probability space equipped with a complete right-
continuous filtration { Ft}t2:0, i.e. an expanding system of o--algebras imbedded in 
F. Let us fix a normal triple V '---+ IHI '---+ V'. We will use the following fundamental 
result. 
Theorem 3.2.4 (It6 formula). Let vi be a V'-valued stochastic process fori = 
1, 2 such that almost surely 
Vi(t) = Vio + [ v;(s)dN(s) + mi(t) 
for all t E [0, T], where ViQ is an IHI-valued F0 -measurable random variable, N is an 
Ft -adapted continuous stochastic process of bounded variation, mi is a continuous 
Ft-adapted local martingale for each i = 1, 2. Assume there exists a V-valued Ft-
adapted process vi such that 
for dN x dP-almost every (t, w) E [0, T] x n. Assume, moreover, that almost 
surely 
1T(iv(s)lv + IV(s)lv + iv(s)iviV(s)iv )dN(s) < oo. 
Then there exists a set 0' c n such that P(O') = 1, vi(t,w) E IHI for all t E (0, T], 
w E 0', and for all w E 0' 
(VI ( t) ' V2 ( t)) = (VI ( 0) ' V2 ( 0)) 
+ [ (v1 (s), v;(s ))dN(s) + [ (v; (s ), v2(s ))dN(s) 
+ [ (V1 (s ), dmz(s)) + [ (Vz(s ), dm1 (s)) 
+ (mi, m2)(t). 
This theoren1 follows directly from Theorem 3.2. (Ita formula for the square 
of the norm)' [9] by Inaking use of the formula (VI' v2) = i (I vi + v21 2 - I VI - v212). 
Using Theoren1 3.2.4 we say that we apply the Ita formula to the scalar product 
(VI, v2) in the triple V'---+ lHI '---+ V'. 
3.2.4 Stochastic Evolution Equations 
In this chapter we consider the stochastic differential equation of the form 
V (t) = v0 + [ A( s, V ( s)) ds + [ l!Y ( s, V ( s)) dW j ( s) 
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(3.2.2) 
in a normal triple V Y IHI Y V' on a given complete probability space (0, :F, P) 
equipped with a complete right-continuous filtration { :Ft}tE[O,T], (T > 0). The 
equation is considered on the interval [0, T]. Above W is an r-dimensional Wiener 
process, Vo is an Fa-measurable random variable with values in IHI, and A, IIY, 
j = 1, ... , r, are random fields taking values in V' and IHI, respectively, such that 
for each v E V the functions A(t, w)v, JB(t, w)v are measurable in (t, w) (relative 
to the measure dt x dP) and :Fcconsistent, i.e. they are :Fcineasurable in w for 
each v E V, t E (0, T]. 
Definition 3.2.3. We will call an IHI-solution of the equation (3.2.2) in the triple 
V Y IHI Y V' on the interval [0, T] an IHI-valued continuous :Ft-adapted stochastic 
process v defined on [0, T] if 
(i) v(t, w) E V for dt x P almost every (t, w); 
(ii) there exists a set 0' c 0 with P(O') = 1 such that (3.2.2) holds for 
every w E 0' and t E [0, T], where the equality is understood as the equality 
of elements of V'; 
(iii) J: lv( t) l~dt < oo almost surely. 
Although this is not the topic of the present work, we next give assertions on 
the existence and uniqueness of the IHI-solution for equation (3.2.2). This topic 
is described in more details in [18], (22] (Chapter 3). The existence result is 
formulated under the following assun1ptions. 
Assumption 3.2.1. 
(i) Semicontinuity of A: the function vA(t, v1 + -\v2 ) is continuous in A on 
IR for all (t, w) E (0, T] x 0; 
(ii) M ono tonicity of (A, JB): there exists a constant K such that 
for allv1 ,v2 E V, (t,w) E [O,T] x 0; 
(iii) Coercivity of (A, JB): there exist constants K, a > 0 such that 
2(v,A(t,v)) + IJB(t,v)l~ + alvl~ :::; I<lvl~ 
for all v E V, (t,w) E [0, T] x 0; 
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{iv) Roundedness of the growth of A: there exists a constant K such that 
IA(t, v)lv' ~ Klvlv 
for all V E V, (t,w) E [0, T] X n; 
(v) 
The following two theorems are proved in [18]. 
Theorem 3.2.5. Under Assumption 3.2.1 there exists an IHI-solution of the equa-
tion {3.2.2) in the triple V '--7 IHI Y V' on the interval [0, T]. 
The next theorem implies, in particular, the uniqueness assertion for the so-
lution of equation (3.2.2). 
Theorem 3.2.6. Let Vn, n = 0, 1, ... , be IHI-solutions of equation {3.2.2) with the 
initial condition Vno in place of vo, where Elvnol~ < oo and Eluoo- Uno I~ ---7 0 as 
n ---7 oo. Then for any c > 0 
lim (supEivo(t)- vn(t)l~ + P{sup lvo(t)- vn(t)IIHI ~ c}) 0. 
n--too t<:S:T t<:S:T 
3.2.5 Other Notations 
We will also need the following concepts. Let 1U, V be two separable Banach 
spaces. We will denote by IL(1U, V) the vector space of bounded linear operators 
mapping 1U into V. Stochastic process X will be called measurable in IL(1U, V) if 
X ( t, w) belongs to IL(1U, V) for every ( t, w) E [0, oo) x n, and X u is a measurable 
process in V for every u E 1U. Stochastic process Y will be called continuous in 
IL(1U, V) if Y(t)u is a continuous process in the space V for all u E 1U. 
Silnilarly to the notion of 0 introduced in Chapter 2 we define the following. 
(i) For a sequence of stochastic processes {fn}nEN with values in V and a nu-
Inerical sequence {an}nEN we write fn = O(a(n)) in V if lfn(t)lv ~ (a(n) 
for every t E [0, T], for some almost surely finite random variable ( which 
does not depend on t, n. 
(ii) For a sequence of stochastic processes { Xn}nEN with values in IL(1U, V) and 
a numerical sequence {nn}nEN we write Xn = O(a(n)) in IL(1U, V) if Xnu = 
O(a(n)) in V for all u E 1U. 
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Let the space lU be normally imbedded into the space V, lU <---7 V. A random 
process V= {v(t)}tE[O,T] is said to belong to the class C([O,T];V) n .C2([0,T];lU) 
if v is an Fcadapted continuous process in V and there exists its lU-version u 
(i.e. process u with values in lU such that almost surely v(t) = u(t) for every 
t E [0, T]), for which for lu( t) l~dt < oo. 
We call a stochastic process v = { v( t) }t20 taking values in a separable Banach 
space lU a process of bounded variation if for every t ~ 0 the total variation of v 
over the interval [0, t], 
n 
llvll (t) sup L lv(tk)- v(tk-dlu 
k=l 
is almost surely finite. Above the least upper bound is taking over all (finite) 
partitions 0 = to < t 1 < · · · < tn = t of the interval [0, t]. 
3.3 The Main Result 
Given a co1nplete probability space (0, F, P) equipped with a complete right-
continuous filtration { Ft}tE[O,T], T > 0, let W be an r-dimensional Wiener pro-
cess and {Wn}nEN a sequence of r-dimensional continuous processes of bounded 
variation both defined on the interval [0, T]. Let us fix son1e positive nun1ber a. 
Suppose that the following assumption holds. 
Assumption 3.3.1. For any positive"'< a and every fJ > 0 
(1) W- Wn = O(n-K), 
(2) Sn = O(n-K), 
(3) IISnll = O(lno n), 
where Sn is an r x r-dimensional process defined as follows, 
where Ojt is the Kronecker's symbol which assumes 1 if j = l, and 0 otherwise. 
Let 1HI1 <---7 IHio <---7 IHL 1 be a normal triple. The scalar product in IHio we will 
denote as ( · , ·). 
Let A, B, f and g be well-measurable stochastic processes on [0, T] assum-
ing their values in IL(1HI1 , IHI_I), IL(1HI1 , IHIQ), IHL 1 and IHIQ, respectively (here IHIQ 
denotes the product space IHio x · · · x IHio, m times), and let An, Bn, fn and gn, 
nE N, be their approximation sequences. Suppose the following holds. 
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Assumption 3.3.2. For every j = 1, 2, ... , r there exist measurable stochastic 
(B j(O) Bi(m)) (Bj(O) Bj(m)) ~T k. l . ll(JHI rurm+1) processes , ... , , n , ... , n , n E J.'<~, ta zng va ues zn .u..... 1 , llllQ 
and processes (gi(O), ... , gi(m)), (r/n(o), ... , r/n(m)), n E N, taking values in ~+1 , 
such that the processes (v,Bi(t)w), (v,B~(t)w), (v,gi(t)) and (v,g~(t)) have for 
every v, w E IHI1 stochastic differentials 
d(v, Bi(t)w) (v, Bi(O)w)dt + (v, Bi(L)w)dW1(t), 
d(v, B~(t)w) (v, B~(o)w)dt + (v, B~(l)w)dW~(t), 
d( v, gi ( t)) (V, gj(O) )dt + (v, gi(L))dW1(t), 
d(v, g~(t)) (V, g~(O) )dt + (v, g~(L))dW~(t). 
Moreover, for every j, k = 1, 2, ... , r there exist measurable stochastic processes 
(Bi(ko), ... , Bi(km)) taking values in L(lHh, ~+1 ) and processes (gi(ko), ... , gi(km)) 
taking values in ~+1 , such that the processes (v, Bi(k)(t)w), (v, gi(k)(t)) have for 
every v, w E IHI1 stochastic differentials 
We stress that k #- 0 above. 
Let IHI±2 , IHI±3 , lHLt, IHI5 , IT\ be separable Banach spaces such that IHik is nonnally 
imbedded into IHik_1 , k = -1, 0, ... , 6, and IHik Y 1Hfo Y IHI_k forn1 a norn1al triple 
for every k = 1, 2, 3. We have 
We use the following notations. The norm in IHI.e we denote by l·l.e· The scalar 
product in 1Hfo is denoted by ( · , ·). For a linear operator X mapping IHI.e into IHI, 
its operator nonn is denoted by IXI.e,T If operator X is defined on a subspace 
that is dense in IHI.e then IXI.e,1 denotes the norm of X extended by continuity to 
the whole space IHI.e. 
We consider "Stratonovich" stochastic differential equation 
u(t) = ~ + l (A(s )u(s) + f(s) )ds + l (B1 (s)u(s) + g1 (s)) o dW1 (s) (3.3.1) 
in the triple IHI1 Y 1Hfo Y IHI_ 1 , where ~ is an F 0-measurable random variable 
with values in IHI2 . Here we used the short notation for the infinite-dimensional 
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analogue of the finite-dimensional Stratonovich differential, 
(Bi(t)u(t) + gi(t)) o dWi(t) = (Bi(t)u(t) + gi(t))dWi(t) 
1 . . . 
+ 2.B1 (t)(B1 (t)u(t) + g1 (t))dt 
+ ~(Bi(j)(t)u(t) + giU)(t))dt 
2 
for every fixed j. For n E N we consider differential equations 
Un(t) = ~n + l (An(s)un(s) + fn(s))ds + l (B~(s)un(s) + g~(s))dW~(s) 
(3.3.2) 
in the same triple lHh '----7 IHfo '----7 IHL 1 , where ~n is an F 0-measurable random 
variable with values in IHI1. 
We assume the following. 
Assumption 3.3.3. There exists a finite random variable ( such that 
IA(t)lk,k-2 < (, k = 0, 1, ... '6, lf(t)14 < (, 
IBj (t) lk,k-1 < (, k = -2, -1, ... '6, lgi(t)ls ~ (, 
I Bj(l) ( t) lk,k-1 < (, k=-2,-1, ... ,5, lgj(l)(t)14 ~ (, 
I Bj(kl) ( t) b,2 < (, I gi ( kl) ( t) 12 ~ (, 
and for every n E N 
IAn(t)lk,k-2 < (, k = 0, 1, 2, lfn(t)lo ~ (, 
IB~(t)lk,k-1 < (, k=-1,0,1, lg~(t)11 ~ (, 
IB~(l)(t)lk,k-1 < (, k=-1,0, lg~{l) ( t) la ~ (, 
for every j' k = 1' 2' ... ' r' l = 0' 1' ... ' r and ( t' w) E [ 0' T] X n. 
Assumption 3.3.4. There exists an almost surely finite random variable ( such 
that for some positive A for every j, l = 1, 2, ... , r and nE N 
(i) for every v E IHI1 
. l . l 
I(B;v, Bnv) + (v, B;Bnv)l 
< (lvl6, 
< (lvl6, 
l(v, B~v)l < 
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{ii) for every v E IHI2 
The first inequality in the assumption above is the coercivity of the operator 
An which we need for the existence of the solution for the equation (3.3.1) in the 
triple IHI1 Y lHio Y IHI_l (compare with Assumption 3.2.1). The other inequalities 
look less usual, however, are satisfied in Sobolev spaces by B~ defined as the first 
order and An defined as the second order differential operators. This situation is 
the subject of Chapter 4. 
Assumption 3.3.5. 




Bi(l) _ Bi(l) 
n 
O(n-K) in L(IHI1, IHI_I), 
O(n-K) in L(IHI2, IHII) and IL(IHI1, lHJo), 
O(n-K) in L(IHI1, lHio); 
{ii) For every K < a for all j, l = 1, 2, ... , r 
(iii) for every K < a 
J- fn 
gi-g~ 
gi(l) - g~(l) 
O(n-K) in lHio, 
O(n-K) in IHI1, 
O(n-K) in lHio; 
Note that in two assumptions above l does not assume value 0. 
Assumption 3.3.6. On the interval [0, T] there exist solutions u, Un of the equa-
tions {3.3.1), {3.3.2), respectively, such that u is from the class C([O,T];IHI5 ) n 
.C2([0, T]; ~), un is from the class C([O, T]; IHII) n .C2([0, T]; IHI2). 
Theorem 3.3.1. Under Assumptions 3.3.1-3.3.6 the sequence of solutions Un of 
differential equations {3.3.2) converges almost surely to the solution u of "Stratonovich" 
stochastic differential equation ( 3. 3.1). Moreover, for every K < a 
and 
loT iu(s)- un(s)iids 
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3.4 Auxiliary Results 
In this section we give some auxiliary statements. They are to be used to prove 
the main result of the chapter. The following lemma is similar to Lemma 2.4.2. 
However, processes are considered in an arbitrary Banach space. 
Lemma 3.4.1. Let (3, 1 be two positive numbers, 1 < (3. Assume that for a 
sequence of stochastic processes { Bn ( t) }nEN, t E (0, T], with values in a separable 
Banach space V, for every n and some r > ((3 - 1)-1 the following condition 
holds, 
(Esup 1Bn(t)!\r) 11r ::; Cf3n-!3, 
t-:::T 
where c13 may depend on r but not on n. Then 
Proof. We sin1ply set B(t) = IB(t)lv and apply Lemma 2.4.2 for B. 0 
The following statement is a corollary of the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy esti-
mation. 
Lemma 3.4.2. Let { <pn}nEN be a sequence of stochastic processes with values in 
a Banach space V. Let a be a positive number. Suppose that for every positive 
K<a 
(3.4.1) 
Let W be a Wiener process, and assume the existence for every n of the stochastic 
integral of <pn with respect to W. Then for every positive 1 < a 
l 'Pn(s)dW(s) = O(n-'Y) in V. (3.4.2) 
Proof. Let us fix any K. Denote Gn(t) = nKI<pn(t)lv· Let us define for any positive 
integer R a sequence of stopping times 
Tn = inf{t ~ o, Gn(t) ~ R}. 
By Burkholder inequality for every number r = 2, 3, ... 
where constant C = C(r, R) does not depend on n. Then by Lemma 3.4.1, 
assigning Bn(t) = J;"rR <pn(s)dW(s), for every positive 1 < K 
sup I rt <pn ( s )dW ( s) I ::; rJ,,Rn _,' 
t-:::rRt\T Jo v (3.4.3) 
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where 1]1 ,R is an a.s. finite random variable. Denote G(t) = supn Gn(t) and define 
stopping ti1ne 
Tn = inf{t ~ 0, G(t) ~ R} 
Inequality Gn(t) ::; G(t) implies relation 
and, therefore, by (3.4.3), for any 1 < K 
sup I rt <pn(s)dW(s)l ::; rJ,,nn-1 . 
t~rRAT la v 
By assumption (3.4.1) of the lemma process G(t) is bounded above by an 
almost surely finite random variable. This i1nplies almost surely 
li1n Tn = oo. 
R~oo 
Introduce sets nn = {w, Tn ~ T}. Obviously, almost every whits SOllle nn. So 
that, P(U}f=1nn) = 1. Define 171 = 1]1 ,n for w E nn\(U{;:110,k), R = 1, 2, .... 
For other values of w define 171 = oo. Then 171 is an almost surely finite random 
variable, and for any 1 < K inequality (3.4.2) holds. 
Finally, note that because K can be chosen arbitrarily inequality (3.4.2) holds 
for any 1 < a:. D 
The following two lemmas are technical tools for the estilnation of the tern1s 
of a special form. Let y be a stochastic process with values in a Hilbert space V. 
Assume that process y has a stochastic differential 
dy(t) = a(t)dt + bi(t)dWi(t), 
where W is an r-dimensional Wiener process. Suppose that processes y, a, lJi, 
j = 1, 2, ... , r satisfy the following conditions, 
y, lJi = 0(1) in V, 1T la(t)i~dt = 0(1). 
Let a: be a positive nu1nber, and { 1/Jn}nEN a sequence of real valued stochastic 
processes, such that for every K < a: 
Lemma 3.4.3. Under the assumptions above for every K <a: 
providing that this integral exists. 
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Proof. We rewrite the a..c:;sumptions of the lemma in the form 
sup ly(t)lv :S (, 
t~T 
1T la(t)l~dt :::; (, 
sup llfi(t)lv :S (, 
t~T 
for an a.s. finite random variable (, 
for every positive ~ < a and some a.s. finite (for every x:) randon1 variables ~,..,. 






B~(t) y(t)'l/Jn(t)- y(O)'l/Jn(O), 
O~(t) -l a(s )'1/Jn(s )ds, 
B~(t) lll(s)'ifJn(s)dWi (s ). 
Below we estimate the tenns e~. 





Assign 'Pn(t) = bi(t)'l/Jn(t). By assumptions of the lemma supt I'Pn(t)lv :S (~,..,n-"'. 
Then by Le1nma 3.4.2 
where random variable 1],.., is almost surely finite. It suffices to notice that the 
random variable (~,.., + /(T~,.., + 1],.., is a.s. finite. D 
Let 1Hh Y IHI1 Y 1Hio Y IHI_1 Y IHL2 be a system of densely embedded Hilbert 
spaces. The nonn in IHik is denoted by I · lk, the scalar product in IHio and the 
duality between IHI1 and IHI_ 1 , as well as IHI2 and IHI_ 2 is denoted by ( · , ·). Consider 
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stochastic processes y, Vn with values in IHI2 , IHI_ 1 , respectively. Assume that 
processes y, Vn, have stochastic differentials 
dy(t) = a(t)dt + lJi (t)dWi (t), 
dvn(t) = fn(t)dt + g~(t)dW~(t), 
where W is an r-dimensional Wiener process, and Wn its approximation satisfying 
Assumption 3.3.1. Assume moreover that g~ has a differential 
dg~(t) = ~(t)dt + q~1 (t)dW~(t). 
Suppose that processes y, a, bi, Vn fn, g~, ~' q~1 , j, l = 1, 2, ... , r satisfy the 
following conditions, 
y, lJi = 0 ( 1) in IHI2 , 
1T la(s)i~ds = 0(1), 
Vn, g~ = 0(1) in lHL1, 
1T lfn(s)i:_lds = 0(1), 
q~1 = 0(1) in lHL2, 
1T iP!,(s)l:_2ds = 0(1). 
Let a be a positive number, and { ~n}nEN a sequence of real valued stochastic 
processes, such that for every K < a 
and for every o > 0 
Lemma 3.4.4. Under the assumption above for every f3 < a 
providing that this integral exists. 
Proof. Let us write the assumptions of the le1nma in the form 
sup ly(t)12 :::; (, 
tS:T 
1T ia(t)i~dt ~ (, 
sup lll(t)12 :::; (, 
tS:T 
sup lvn ( t) l-1 :::; (, 
tS:T 
1T lfn(t)i:_ldt ~ (, 
sup lg~(t)l-1 :::; (, 
tS:T 
for an a.s. finite random variable(, 
ll~nii(T) :::; 1Joln8 n, 
sup l~n(t)l :::; ~~n-~ 
tS:T 
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1T iP!,(t)l=-2dt ~ (, 
sup lq~1 (t)1-2 :::; (, 
tS:T 
for all 8 > 0, positive K, < a and an a.s. for every 8, K, finite random variables 178 , 
~K· 
Let us choose some positive /3, K, such that (3 < K, < a, and fix any positive 
8. We rewrite (vn(t), y(t))d'fn(t) as (vn(t), d(y · 'fn(t))). Here a· (3(t) denotes the 
integral J~ a(s)d(3(s). Integration by parts gives 
3 t 
(vn, y) ·1/Jn(t) = £; l}~(t) -1 (fln(s ), y ·1/Jn(s))d(W~ (s) - Wi (s) ), 
where 
e;(t) (vn(t), y · 'l/Jn(t)) - (vn(O), y · 'l/Jn(O)), 
l}~(t) - -l Un(s), y ·1/Jn(s ))ds, 






e~(t) - (W~(t)- WJ(t))(g~(t), y · 'l/Jn(t)) 
+ (W~(O)- WJ(O))(g~(O),y · 'l/Jn(O)), 
l}~(t) - l(W~(s)- Wi(s))(P!,(s),y ·1/Jn(s))ds, 
e!(t) l (q~1 (s), y ·1/Jn(s))dA~(s), 
l}~(t) l (W~ (s) - Wi (s))(!J!.(s ), y(s) )d'I/Jn(s ), 
and the process 
A~(t) = l CW~(s)- Wi(s))dW~(s) 
by the assun1ptions in1posed on approxirnation Wn is of bounded variation. 
Let us show that for any K, < a 
sup IY · 'fn(t)12 :S J-lKn-K, (3.4.4) 
t 
where J-lK is a finite randorn variable. Indeed, assigning V = IHb stochastic pro-
cesses y, a, lJi, 'l/Jn satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3.4.3, and therefore (3.4.4) 
holds. 
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Bellow we estirnate terms e~ ( t). 
JB~(t)J :':: (llfn(s)J~1ds f 2 (lJy ·1/Jn(s)J~ds )'12 :':: Nv'T(J.t"n-". 
Assign <fJn(t) = (g~(t), y · 'l/Jn(t)). By (3.4.4) and assumptions of the lemn1a 
suptl<fJn(t)l:::; suptlg~(t)1-11Y·'l/Jn(t)h:::; N(J.L~n-~for"' <a. Hence, byLemma3.4.2 
for "' <a 
where random variable rJ~ is almost surely finite. Next, 
IB~(t)l :::; 2sup IW~(t)- Wi(t)l sup lg~(t)l- 1 sup IY · 'l/Jn(t)l 1 < N(J.L~n-2~, 
t t t 





IB~(t)l :::; IIA~lii(T) sup lq~L(t)l-2 sup IY · 'l/Jn(t)12 :::; '19~(rJ~n-~, 
t t 
where random variable '19~ is an aln1ost surely finite by Assumption 3.3.1. Finally, 
IB~(t)l :::; ll'l/Jnii(T) sup IW~(t)- Wi(t)l sup lg~(t)l-1 sup !y(t)h 
t t t 
:::; N(27]15 (ln n) 5n-~. 
It is easy to show that this implies IB~(t)l :::; cn-/3 for S0111e constant c depending 
on (3, "' and 8 but independent of n. It suffices to sum up the expressions in the 
right-hand sides of the seven inequalities above, so that we get an almost surely 
finite random variable independent of n times n-/3. 0 
Lemma 3.4.5 (Gronwall). Assume that for non-negative increasing continuous 
processes y, Q such that Ey00 < oo and Q 00 :::; K the following condition holds 
for any stopping time T. Then 
The next lemma is a rnodification of Gronwall len1ma. 
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Lemma 3.4.6. Consider a real bounded non-negative increasing continuous pro-
cesses Yn. Assume that almost surely 
for any t E [0, T], where Qn is a non-negative increasing continuous processes 
such that for any fJ > 0 
Suppose that 
mn(t) = l v~(s)dWi(s), 
where W is an r-dimensional Wiener process, and for some a.s. finite random 
variable ( for every t E [0, T] 
Assume also that for every positive "" < a 
Then 
for all positive 1 < a. 
Proof. Let us fix any arbitrary positive numbers 1, (3, ""such that 1 < (3 < "" < a, 
and choose r > ((3- 1)-1 and fJ < ljr. Denote 
Gn(t) = Qn(t) + n~qn(t) + (rt, 
ln6 n 
and for a positive number R define stopping time 
Tn = inf{t 2:: o, Gn(t) 2:: R}. 
Then for every t ::; T 
IYn(t i\ rRW < c, (R ln° nr-l liYn(s)l' dQn(s i\ rjl) 
+ cllmn(t/\T_R)Ir + c1n-~r, 
where constant c1 = c1 (r, R) does not depend on n. Taking supremum first of the 
r.h.s. and then of the l.h.s., and taking the expectation, we get for every t 
E sup IYn(s)lr < cl(Rln6 nr-l E rot IYn(s)lrdQn(s 1\ Tn 1\ T) 
s$tArnAT ln 
+ c1E sup lmn(s)lr + c1 n-~r. 
s$tArnAT 
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By Burkholder inequality and the definition of Tn 
E sup 11s v~(u)dWi(u)lr ::; c2E1t IYn(s)lrd((s 1\ Tn 1\ T)(r), 
s~tArnAT 0 0 
for some constant c2 = c2 ( r). Therefore, denoting 
Xn(t) = sup IYn(s)lr, 
s~tl\rRI\T 
for some appropriate constant c3 = c3 (r, R), we get 
Exn(r) ::::; E 1r Xn(s)dQ~1l(s) + c1n-"r 
for any stopping timeT. SinceQ~1 )(t)::; c3(R+(Rln8 nY), byGronwallLemn1a3.4.5 
E sup IYn(s)lr ::; c1n-~~:r exp(c3(R + (Rln8 nY)). 
S~TRI\T 
This, under condition flr < 1, implies for every positive f3 < K, in particular for 
f3 chosen above 
where constant Cf3 = cf3(r, R) does not depend on n. Then by Lemn1a 3.4.1 
where random variable 7]"f,R is a.s. finite. 
Define stochastic process G(t) = supn Gn(t). Then stopping ti1ne 
TR = inf{t ~ 0, G(t) ~ R} 
does not exceed T_R, and by the last inequality 
sup Yn ( s) ::; 7]"f,Rn -'Y. 
S~Tni\T 
By assu1nptions of the lem1na process G(t) is bounded on the interval (0, T] by 
an a.s. finite randon1 variable. This implies a.s. 
lim TR = 00. 
R-+oo 
Consider sets nR = {w, TR ~ T}. Obviously, a.e. w hits some nR, so that 
P(Un=10R) = 1. Define 7]'Y = 7]"f,R for w E OR\(U~11 0k), R = 1, 2, ... , and 
77'Y = oo for those values of w that do not hit any n R. Then 77'Y is an a.s. finite 
random variable, and 
0 
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3.5 Proof of Theorem 3.3.1 
The central tool of the proof is the Gronwall-type Lemma 3.4.6. We transform 
equations (3.3.1), (3.3.2) to an inequality of a special form so that we can make 
use of the lemn1a. 
In order to si1nplify notations let us introduce for every j = 1, 2, ... , r, l = 
0, 1, ... , r operators, non-linear in general, 
and for every n = 1, 2, ... 
A(v) = Av + j, 
JBi (v) = Biv + gi, 
]Bi(L) ( v) = Bi(L)v + gi(L), 
An(v) = Anv + fn, 
~(v) = B~v + g~, 
~(l) ( v) = B~(l)v + g~(l). 
Note that by Assumption 3.3.5 for every K, <a and j = 1, 2, ... , r, l = 0, 1, ... , r 
A-An 
JBi-~ n 
]Bi(l) - ~{l) 
n 
0( n -~) in IL(IHb, 1Hio), 
O(n-~) in IL(lHI2,llih), 
0( n -~) in IL(lHI1, 1Hio). 
Equations (3.3.1), (3.3.2) can be rewritten as 
(3.5.1) 
dU = A(u)dt + JEi (u)dWi + ~BiJEi (u)dt + ~lllll(l) ( u)dt, (3.5.2) 
u(O) = ~, 
dun = An(un)dt + ~(un)dW~, 
Un(O) = ~n· 
(3.5.3) 
Using the I to formula for lu- unl in the triple lHI1 Y 1Hio Y lHI_ 1 we get for every 
t E [0, T] 
diu- Unl 2 = 2(u- Un, An(u- Un))dt 
+ 2(u- Un, (A- An)(u))dt 
+ 2(u- Un, B~(u- Un))dWi 
+ 2 ( u - Un, ~ ( Un)) d(Wi - W~) 
+ 2(u- un, (W- ~)(u))dvVi 
+ (u- Un, BiJBi (u))dt 
+ (u- Un,1Bl(l)(u))dt 
+ 1 w ( u) 12 dt. 
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Next, we rewrite the third term in the previous expansion. We take separately 
differentials of B~ Un and g~. For every v E IHI1 
d(v, B~un) = (v, B~(O)un)dt 
Summing up the results we get, 
+ (v Bj(l)u )dW1 ' n n n 
+ (v, B~An(un))dt 
. l l + (v, B~lBn(un))dWn, 
(v,g~(o))dt 
+ (v, fln(l))dW~. 
(V, ~(O) ( Un) )dt 
+ (V, ~(l) ( Un) )dW~ 
+ (v, B~An(un))dt 
. l l + (v, B~lBn(un))dWn. 
Integration by parts, the It6 formula in the triple IHI1 Y IHio Y IHL 1 and the 
previous identity give 
(u- Un, ~ (un))d(Wj- W~) 
d{ (Wj - W ~) ( U - Un, ~ ( Un))} 
- (Wj- W~)(An(u- Un), ~(un))dt 
- (Wj- W~)((A- An)(u), ~(un))dt 
- (Wj- W~)(lB1 (u),~(un))dW1 
+ (Wj- W~)(lB~(un),~(un))dW~ 
- ~(Wj- W~)(B1 1B1 (u),~(un))dt 
2 
- ~(Wi - W~)(lll\1 (1) (u), W,. (un))dt 
- (Wj - W~)( U - Un, ~(O) ( Un) )dt 
- (Wj- W~)(u- Un, ~(l) (un))dW~ 
- (H!J - vV~)( u- Un, B~An ( Un) )dt 
- (H!J- vV~)(u- Un, B~lB~(un))dW~ 
- (W(u),~(un))dt. 
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It is easy to verify that the following three equalities hold for every t E [0, T], 
1 Iffii ( u) 12 dt 
- 2(IW(u),~(un))dt 
+ 2(Wj- W~)(IB~(un),~(un))dW~ 
. l . . l 
2(B~(u- Un), Bn(u- Un))(W1 - W~)dWn 
+ 2d(J~1 ) + 1<~1 ) + K~2) + p~l)), 
( U - Un, BJJffii ( U) )dt 
. . . l l 
- 2(W1 - W~)(u- Un, B~IBn(un))dWn 
. l . . l 
= 2(u- Un, B~Bn(u- Un))(W1 - W~)dWn 
+ 2d( ]~2) + 1<~3) + p~2))' 
( U - Un, JB1 ( l) ( U)) dt 
. . . (l) l 
- 2(W1 - W~)(u- Un,~ (un))dWn 
- 2( U - Un, B~(l) ( U - Un) )(Wj - W~)dW~ 
+ 2d(J~3) + K~4) + p~3)), 
where 
j{l) - - lcW(u),Bi(u))dS~1 , n 
j(2) 
n - l (u, BiBi (u))dS~1 , 
j(3) 
n - l(u,W(ll(u))dS~1 , 
K{l) - l (W (un), B1 (u))dS~1 , n 
K{2) - l (W (u), B1 (un))dS~1 , n 
K(3) 
n l (un, BiJJJf (u) )dS~1 , 
K(4) 
n l (un, IIY(l) (u))dS~1 , 
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P~l) ( t l - [ { ( (!ff! ( u), n~/ ( u)) - (l!Y,. ( u), lffi~ ( u)) l 
+ (~ ( Un), (Iffi~ - Iffi1 )( U)) 
+ (Iffi~(un), (~- W)(u))}dA~1 
+ [ { (!ff! ( u), (lffi~ - lffi1 )( un)) 
+ (Iffi1(u), (~- W)(un))}dS~1 , 
p~l(t) = [ (u- Un, (Bjlffil- B~lffi~)(u))dA~, 
P~) ( t) = [ ( U - Un, (Jff!(l) -JlY,.(ll) ( U) )dA~l 
Here we denoted 
Note that by Assumption 3.3.1 for each 5 > 0 
We derive from the identities above 
5 
lu- Unl 2 = ~~- ~nl 2 + 2 'L., f~k) + 2qn, (3.5.4) 
k=l 
where 
J(l) - [ (u- Un, An(u- Un))ds, n 
J(2) - [ (u- Un, B~(u- Un))dWJ, n 
J(3) - [ (B~(u- Un), B~(u- Un))dA~, n 
l J(4) j l jl = 0 (u- Un, BnBn(u- Un))dAn, n 
J(5) - 1' (u- u Bi(ll(u- u ))dAi1 n n, n n n' 
0 
3 3 4 
Qn = Pn + rn + kn + ln + mn + 'L.,P~k) + 'L.,J~k) + 'L.,K~k), 
k=l k=l k=l 
Pn - (u(t)- Un(t),~(un)(t))(Wi(t)- W~(t)) 
- (u(O)- Un(O),~(un)(O))(Wi(O)- W~(O)), 
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rn [ (u- Un, (A- A..n)(u))ds 
+ [ (u- Un, (JJY -IIY,.)(u))dWi, 
kn [ (Wi - W~)(Anun, B~un)ds 
+ [ (Wi- W~)(un, B~Anun)ds, 
ln [ (Wi - W~)(Anu, liY,. (un))ds 
[ (Wi - W~)( (A- An)(u), liY,. ( Un) )ds 
- ~ [ (Wi- W~)(B1 1B1 (u), liY,. ( Un))ds 
-~ l (Wi- W~)(!BI(I) (u), liY,. (un))ds 
rt . . '{0) 
} 
0 
( W 1 - W ~) ( U - Un, lffi;l ( Un)) ds 
[ (Wi- WD(u, B~An(un))ds 
+ [ (Wi- W~)(Anun, g~)ds 
+ [(Wi- W~)(un,BUn)ds, 
mn = [(wi- W~)(IB1 (u),IIY,.(un))dW 1 • 
Let us introduce process 
Yn(t) = iu(t) - Un(t)i~ + A [iu(s) - Un(s)l~ds, 
and define stopping tin1e 
7r n,c: = inf { t 2: 0, Yn ( t) 2: c}. 
By Assu1nption 3.3.6 process lulo is bounded by an a.s. finite randon1 variable 
uniformly in t on the interval [0, T]. Then processes lunlo is bounded uniforn1ly 
inn unifonnly in ton the interval [0, 7rn,c: !\ T]. By the same argu1nent the bound-
edness by an a.s. finite randon1 variable for for lu!Jds implies the boundedness 
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by an a.s. finite random variable uniformly in n for J
0
7rn,cAT !unit ds. So that for 
some finite rando1n variable /-L we have, 
!u(t)!k < J-L, 
1T iu(s)lfds < J-l, 
lun(t 1\ 1fn,e)lo ~ J-L, 
1~n.,AT lun(s)l~ds < J-l· 
for every t E [0, T] and any integers k ~ 5, l ~ 6. 
Next, we rewrite equality (3.5.4). By Assumption 3.3.4 
1~1 )(t) :S:: ( l iu(s)- un(s)l~ds - A l iu(s)- un(s)l~ds, 
II~3l(t) + /~4l(t)1 + II~5l(t)1 :S:: 2( l lu(s)- un(s)l~diiA~II(s). 
For every E let us introduce 
Yne(t) = Yn(t 1\ 1fn,e), 
(3.5.5) 
d . 'l l d fi J(k) k l (k) T k' . an Slml ar y e ne qnel ne ' Pnel rnel "ne, nel mnel Pne. a Ing Into account 
inequalities above it follows from (3.5.4) that for every c > 0 and t E [0, T] 
where 
Q ne ( t) = 2( ( t 1\ 1f n,e + 11 A~1 ll ( t 1\ 1f n,e)) 
is a non-negative increasing continuous processes, and Qne = O(ln° n) for every 
fJ > 0. Our aim now is to show that for every K, < a and E > 0 
(3.5.6) 
Then we are in position to apply Lemma 3.4.6. Let us show that Pne satisfies this 
property (i.e. (3.5.6) holds if we replace qne by Pne). Indeed, 
and by Assumptions 3.3.3, 3.3.4 
Then Assun1ption 3.3.1 in1plies for every K, < a 
for son1e a.s. finite random variable ~"'· 
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We move on to kne. We have 
and by Assurnptions 3.3.1, 3.3.4 for every c > 0, K, < a 
{TI\rrn,c 
I kne ( t) I :::; 1]"' n-"' } 
0 
I Un I i ds, 
for some a.s. finite randorn variable 17"'· This proves property (3.5.6) for kne· 
Next, we check (3.5.6) for lne· By Assumption 3.3.1 for every c > 0, K, < a 
and some a.s. finite randorn variable v"' 
llne(t) I :S: l!Kn -K {"''1\T {I (Anu, JPJ!, ( Un)) I + I ((A - A,.)( U), JPJ!, ( Un)) I 
+ !(B 1 IB1 (u),~(un))! + !(IBl(l)(u),~(un))! 
"(0) . + !(u- Un, ~ (un))! + !(u, B~An(un))! 
+ !(Anun, g~)l + !(un, B~fn)!}ds. 
It is easy to show that the integral in the r.h.s. is unifonnly in n bounded by an 
a.s. finite random variable. For example, by Assurnption 3.3.3 and (3.5.5) it is 
true for the first term, 
All other terms are estimated in the same way. 
To show that mne satisfies (3.5.6) we assign <fJn(t) = (Wi- W!t)(IB1 (u), ~ (un)). 
By Assumption 3.3.3 and (3.5.5) 
which can be estimated by an a.s. finite random variable. Hence, by Assump-
tion 3.3.1 'Pn = O(n-"') for K, < a, and then by Lemma 3.4.2 so does mne for 
every c > 0. 
Next, we consider r ne. Vle have 
l""·'/\T l(u- Un, (A- A,.)(u))lds 
{ 1
7rn cAT } 1/2 
:::; sup !(A- An)u!-1 , !u- unlids 
t~T 0 
+ T sup !u- unlolf- fnlo 
t~rrn,ci\T 
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which by Assu1nption 3.3.5 and the definition of 7rn,c: can be estimated by an a.s. 
finite random variable. To estimate the second term in r ne: we produce 
i.e. (u- Un, (JB.i- ~)(u)) = O(n-~) for all K <a and then apply Lemma 3.4.2. 
Using the same arguments it is easy to show that P~c:' k = 1, 2, 3 satisfy 
property (3.5.6). 
To prove that J~~), k = 1, 2, 3, satisfy (3.5.6) we use Lemma 3.4.3. Let us 
show this for J~~). Assign 
y ( t) ( Iffii ( u ( t) ) , IBz ( u ( t) ) ) , 
1/Jn ( t) s~l ( t). 
Then taking differential of y( t), by the Ita formula for (JB.i ( u), JBL ( u)) = ( Bi u, Blu) + 
2(BJu, gl) + (gi, gl) in the triple 1HI1 Y 1Hio Y 1HI_ 1 we get, 
a(t) = 2(BiA(u),IBz(u)) + (BiBhiBh(u),IBz(u)) 
+ (BiJBh(h)(u),IBl(u)) + (Jffii(h)(u),IBL(h)(u)) 
+ (BiJBh(u), BliBh(u)) + 2(Jffii(h)(u), BliBh(u)), 
bh(t) = 2(Jffii(h)(u),IBl(u)) + 2(BiJBh(u),IBl(u)). 
By Assumptions 3.3.1, 3.3.3 the conditions of Le1nma 3.4.3 with V = lR are 
satisfied. This lemma completes the proof for J~~). The proof for J~!) and J~~) is 
performed in the sa1ne way. 
(k) k D • }:,;(1) .· }((l) _ }::--(1) j{J(l) We Inove on to Knc: ' = 1, 2, 3, 4. rOI \.ne; we rewute n - \.n + n ' 
where 
k~') l (un, B1*WJ} ( u) )dS~1 , 
J~K!) l (gi, WJ} (u))dS~l. 
To estin1ate 1{~1 ) we use Le1nma 3.4.4. Assign 
y ( t) B i * IBz ( u ( t) ) , 
Vn ( t) Un ( t), 
1/Jn(t) s~l(t). 
Taking differentials of y(t) and vn(t) we get 
a(t) ~ B1* Bl (2A + Bhlff,h + Jff,h(h) )( u) + B1(h) • (El( h) + BlEh) ( u), 
bh(t) Bi*(IBL(h) + BliBh)(u) + Bi(h)*JBL(u), 
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fn(t) A.n(un), 
g~ ( t) JB~ ( Un) , 
p~(t) B~An ( un), 
q~k ( t) (JB~(k) + B~JB~) ( Un). 
It is easy to check that by Assumptions 3.3.4, 3.3.6 all the functions above satisfy 
conditions of Lemma 3.4.4. To estimate J~I<l) we assign 
y(t) (gi,JBl(u)), 
a(t) (!/,B1A(u)) + ~(gi,B1 Bhlll\h(u)) + ~(gi,B1 lll\h(h)(u)) 
+ (g1(h), JBt(h) ( u)) + (g1(h), BtlBh ( u)), 
bh(t) = (g1(h),JBl(u)) + (g1,JBl(h)(u)) + (g1,BllBh(u)). 
This functions and '1/Jn(t) = S~l(t) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.4.3 with 
V = Ilt Thus, (3.5.6) holds for K~1 ) and, consequently, for !(~~). The proof for 
](~~), k = 2, 3, 4 can be performed similarly. 
Finally, as was mentioned above, we apply Lemma 3.4.6, and derive 





Stochastic Partial Differential 
Equations 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter may be considered as a continuation of the previous one. Here we 
apply its main result, Theorem 3.3.1, to stochastic partial differential equation of 
the form 
du(t, w, x) (£u(t, W, X) + j(t, W, X) )dt (4.1.1) 
+ (Miu(t,w,x) + gi(t,w,x))dWi(t,w) 
in the nonnal triple of spaces Wi Y £ 2 = L; Y Wi *, with Cauchy condition 
U ( 0, W, X) = Uo ( W, X), ( 4.1.2) 
where [, is a second order elliptic differential operator, Mi is a first order differ-
ential operator for every j = 1, 2, ... , d; f(t, w, x), gj(t, w, x) are randon1 fields on 
[0, T] x JRd for some positive T and j = 1, 2, ... , d, process W is a n1ultidi1nensional 
Wiener process, and u0 (w, x) is a random field on JRd. Above and throughout the 
paper we use the summation convention with respect to the repeated indices. 
Under the solution of the problem (4.1.1)-(4.1.2) we understand a continuous 
process u taking values in the Sobolev space W2 for some non-negative integer m 
and satisfying (4.1.1)-(4.1.2) in the generalized sense (see Definition 4.2.1 below). 
We approximate the Wiener process W with a sequence of processes {Wn}nEN 
of bounded variation. The convergence is considered in the topology 0 with some 
rate of convergence (see page 29). Moreover, we approximate coefficients of the 
differential operators £, M i as well as the random fields f, 9i, u0 . We use the 
sa1ne topology with the same rate of convergence. Therefore, for every n E N we 
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have a second order partial differential equation 
dun(t,w,x) = (£nun(t,w,x) + fn(t,w,x))dt (4.1.3) 
+ (MnjUn(t, w, x) + 9nj(t, w, x))dW~ (t, w) 
with Cauchy condition 
Un(O, w, x) = Uno(w, x). (4.1.4) 
Relying on the results of Theorem 3.3.1 we prove that under some natural 
conditions the solution Un of the problem (4.1.3)-(4.1.4) converges in the topology 
0 with the same rate of convergence. However, the lin1it u is the solution of a 
stochastic partial differential equation related to the equation ( 4.1.1 r. It has an 
additional second order differential drift term. This equation can be considered 
as the equation ( 4.1.1) with the last differential written in the Stratonovich form. 
The equations of the considered type are especially useful because of their 
applications to many important problems, in particular the proble1n of filtering 
for diffusion processes which can be reduced to the investigation of the equation 
of type ( 4.1.1). The filtering problem is studied in the next chapter. 
4.2 Generalities 
Before formulating the result, in this section we recall some fundan1ental concepts. 
4.2.1 Sobolev Spaces 
All considerations are carried out in Sobolev spaces. We recall son1e general ideas 
fron1 the theory of these spaces. Let JRd be a d-din1ensional Euclidean space. 
We fix an orthononnal basis in JRd, and for x E JRd we denote its coordinates 
by x1 , ... , xd, and its norm by lxl. For p = 1, 2, ... , d we denote by Dp the 
differential operator a I 8xp, and for p = 0 we assun1e Do to be the identity. A 
d-dimensional vector with non-negative integer co1nponents we call a multi-index. 
For a n1ulti-index 1 = ( 11 , ... , /d) of length Ill := /1 + · · · + /d we define D"~ as 
the differential operator 
D'Y D'YI D"/2 D'Yd = 1 2 .. . d . 
First, we recall the definitions of some classic spaces of functions. Suppose 
further that m is an integer, m~ 0, p E (1, oo). We denote by C0 = C0 (JRd) the 
space of real-valued infinitely differentiable functions on JRd with a finite support. 
By en = cn(JRd) we denote the space of n times continuously differentiable 
functions on JRd with the finite norm 
lflcn = L sup ID"~ f(x)l, 
hl::;n x 
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and by LP= Lp(JRd) we denote the space (of classes) of real-valued functions on 
JRd with the finite norm 
If!£. = (L lf(x)IPdx) lfp 
The space (of classes) of real-valued functions on JRd belonging together with 
their derivatives up to the order m to the space LP is called the Sobolev space 
w;n = w;n(JRd). Sobolev space w;n equipped with the norm defined by 
is a separable Banach space. Moreover, for p = 2 the space W~ is a Hilbert space 
with respect to the scalar product ( · , ·) w~ generated by the norn1 I · I w~ . 
For p = 2 there is another definition of Sobolev spaces. Let b,. be the Laplace 
operator I::i ~, I be the identity operator, and let us define operator A = 
(I - b,.) 1/ 2 . Fo~ H0 = £ 2 and operator A we can define Hilbert scale {Ha} a ER 
(see page 26): for a > 0 we define Ha as the domain of operator A a; for a ~ 0 
Ha is the completion of space H0 in the norm I · !Ha = lA a · IL2 • Then for 
every a E IR the space Ha is a Hilbert space with respect to the scalar product 
(. ; • ) HQ = (A a. , A a.) L2 . 
Proposition 4.2.1. For every integer m spaces W~ and Hm are equivalent, i.e. 
they coincide as sets, and their norms are equivalent: there exist constants N 1 , 
N2 such that for every u E Hm 
From now on we identify spaces lV2m and H m, and denote both by W2m. We 
also preserve notations I· lw~ for the norm, and (·, ·)w~ for the scalar product. 
Below we list some properties of spaces W~ which follow from the properties of 
spaces Hm· 
Proposition 4.2.2. 
{i) For any integers m, n the system of spaces (W~+n, W2\ w~-n) forms 
a normal triple, and the mapping :J : u --+ ( · , u) generated by the scalar 
product in W2 {see Proposition 3.2.1) defines an isometric isomorphism 
between the spaces wr-n and (w~+n)*. 
{ii) The space C0 is dense in W2 for every integer m in the topology of the 
latter space. 
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{iii) For all positive integer m, n, Anw
2
m 
( U, V )w
2
m+n for all u E W~+2n, v E W~+n. 
The next assertion is a fundamental result from the theory of Sobolev spaces. 
Theorem 4.2.3 (Sobolev imbedding theorem). The space W2m is normally 
imbedded into L2. If for some non-negative integer n the inequality 2(m- n) > d 
holds then w;n is normally imbedded into the space en. 
The following result is very useful. 
Proposition 4.2.4. Let m be a positive integer. 
{i) There exist a constant N such that for all v E w;n 
{ii) For any u, v E Wi 
L u(x) fJ~/(x)dx = - L ( fJ~; u(x)) v(x)dx. 
4.2.2 Cauchy Problem for Linear Equation of Second Or-
der 
On a given complete probability space (0, :F, P) equipped with right-continuous 
filtration { :Ft}t~o we consider a stochastic partial differential equation of the form 
du(t, x) = (Dp(aPq(t, x)Dqu(t, x)) + f(t, x))dt (4.2.1) 
+ (l/j(t, x )Dpu(t, x) + gj(t, x) )dWi (t) 
on the interval [0, T] (for some T > 0), with Cauchy condition 
u(O, x) = uo(x), (4.2.2) 
where apq, llj are n1easurable in (t, w, x) bounded real-valued functions on [0, T] x 
n x JR.d; f(t, ·), gi(t, ·)are stochastic fields with values in L2, Wi, respectively, 
for all p, q = 0, 1, ... , d, j = 1, 2, ... , d; W is a d-dimensional Wiener process. 
We recall that repeated indices in monomials are summed over, i.e. in the right 
hand side of the equation (4.2.1) the first term is su1nmed with respect top, q, 
the second term is su1nmed with respect to p, j. 
We will use the following notations. For a separable Banach space V we denote 
by CV the class of :Fradapted continuous processes with values in V. By .CP V we 
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denote the class of well-measurable processes with values in V for which almost 
surely 
1r iu(t)i~dt < oo, 
where I · lv denotes the norm in V. For two separable Banach spaces 1U, V such 
that V'---+ 1U we write u E C1U n .CP V if u E C1U and there exist process u E .CP V 
such that u = u for almost every ( t, w) E [0, T] x n. 
Definition 4.2.1. We say that u is an L2 -solution of problem (4.2.1)-(4.2.2) on 
the interval [0, T] if u E CL2 n £ 2 Wi, and for all <p E C0 
(u(t), cp)L, = ( uo, cp)L, + l { ( -l)P(apq(s)Dqu(s), Dpcp)L, + (f(s ), cp)L, }ds 
+ l(llj(s)Dpu(s) + g;(s),cp)L,dWi(s), 
for every t E [0, T] and almost every w, where j5 assumes 0 for p = 0, and 1 
otherwise, and the last integral is understood in the Ita sense. 
4.3 The Main Result 
Let W be an r-dimensional Wiener process, and {Wn}nEN a sequence of d-
dimensional processes of bounded variation. Let us fix sorne positive number 
a. Suppose that the following holds. 
Assumption 4.3.1. For every K, < a and every positive fJ 
(1) W- Wn = O(n-K), 
(2) Sn = O(n-K), 
(3) IISnll = O(ln8 n) 
on [0, T], where Sn is an r x r-dimensional process defined as follows, 
where 611 is the Kronecker's symbol which assumes 1 if j = l, and 0 otherwise. 
Recall that given a function F(t) expression IIFII(t) denotes its total variation 
over the interval [0, t]. 
For every n 2: 0, j = 1, 2, ... , r, p, q = 1, 2, ... , d let a~q' ~j be measurable in 
(t,w,x) real-valued bounded functions on [O,T] X n X JRd. Let fn(t, ·)belong to 
.C2L2(JRd), and 9ni(t, ·)belong to .C2Wi(JRd) for j = 1, 2, ... , d. 
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Assumption 4.3.2. For all j = 1, 2, ... , r, p = 0, 1, ... , d there exist measurable 
in (t, w, x) real-valued functions b~(o), ... , b~(m), b~~o), ... , ~~m), nE N, defined on 
[0, T] X n X JRd' and stochastic process g)0)' ... 'g)m)' g~~)' ... 'g~7)' n E N, belonging 
to .C2Wi(IRd) such that for every <p E C0 (JRd) the processes (llj(t), cp), (~i(t), cp), 
(g i ( t), <p), ( gni ( t), <p) have on [ 0, T] the following stochastic differentials, 
d(l/j(t),<p) (b~(O)(t), <p)dt + (llj(t)(t), cp)dW1(t), 
d(~j(t),<p) (b~~O)(t), <p)dt + (~~)(t), cp)dW~(t), (4.3.1) 
d(gj(t), <p) (gJ0)(t), <p)dt + (gy)(t), cp)dW1(t), 
d(gnj(t), <p) (g~~)(t), cp)dt + (g~)(t), cp)dW~(t). (4.3.2) 
Moreover, for all j, k = 1, 2, ... , r, p = 0, 1, ... , d there exist measurable in 
( t, w, X) real-valued functions b~(kO)' . .. 'b~(km) defined on [0, T] X n X JRd' and 
stochastic process g)ko), ... , g)km) belonging to .C2 Wi (JRd) such that for every <p E 
C0 (JRd) the processes (llj(k)(t), cp), (gy)(t), cp) have on [0, T] the following stochas-
tic differentials, 
d ( b~( k) ( t) ' <p) 
d(gy)(t), <p) 
(b~(kO)(t), cp)dt + (llj(kl)(t), cp)dM11(t), 
(gY0\t), cp)dt + (gyl)(t), cp)dvV1(t). 
We consider stochastic partial differential equation 
u(t, x) = [ (Dp(apq(s, x)Dqu(s, x)) + f(s, x ))ds 




where u0 (x) = u(O, x) is an Ft-adapted random variable with values in Wi(JRd). 
Here we used the notation for the Stratonovich differential 
(llj(t,x)Dpu(t,x) + gi(t,x)) o dvVi(t) = 
= (l/j(t, x )Dpu(t, x) + gj(t, x) )dWi (t) 
1 . 
+ 2llj(t, x)Dp(bj(t, x)Dqu(t, x) + gi(t, x))dt 
+ ~(llj(j)(t, x)Dpu(t, x) + g)i) (t, x))dt 
for fixed j. For every n E N we consider partial differential equation 
un(t, x) = [ (Dp(aPq(s, x)Dqun(s, x)) + f(s, x))ds 
+ (llj(s, x )Dpun(s, x) + gi(s, x) )dW~ (s ), 
(4.3.6) 
where Uno(x) = un(O, x) is an Ft-adapted rando1n variable with values in Wi(JRd). 
We assume the following. 
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Assumption 4.3.3. 
{i) The derivatives in x of a0q bq up to the order m + 4 of asq b~ up to 
' J ' ' J 
the order m + 5, of b~(l) up to the order m+ 3, of b;(l) up to the order 
+ 4 f bO(kl) t th d s(kl) m , o j up o e or er m + 1, of b j up to the order m + 2 are 
bounded measurable in (t,w,x) functions of(t,w,x) E [O,T] x n x JRd. The 
derivatives in x of a0q, b0 . up to the order m of asq b5 . up to the order n nJ ' n ' nJ 
m+ 1, of b~~) up to the order max{m- 1, 0}, of b~~) up to the order m 
are measurable in (t,w,x) functions of (t,w,x) E [0, T] x n x JRd bounded 
uniformly inn. Above p, q = 0, 1, ... , d, s = 1, 2, ... , d, j, k = 1, 2, ... , r, 
l=0,1, ... ,r. 
{ii) The random fields f(t), gj(t), gjL)(t), 9Jkl)(t) are well-measurable Ft-
adapted stochastic processes with values in wm+4 wm+S wm+4 wm+2 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 
respectively, such that 
lf(t)lw~+-t ~ K, l9j(t)lw
2
m+S ~ K, lgjL)(t)lw~+-t < K, 
I9Yl)(t)lw~+2 ~ K 
for every ( t, w) E [ 0, T] x n and j, k = 1, 2, ... , r, l = 0, 1, ... , r. For every 
nE N the random fields fn(t), 9nj(t), g~](t) are well-measurable Ft-adapted 
stochastic processes with values in Vl'2m, W2m+I, W2, respectively, such that 
for every ( t, w) E [ 0, T] x n and j = 1, 2, ... , r, l = 0, 1, ... , r. The constant 
K above does not depend on n. 
{iii) The initial value u0 is an F0 -measurable random variable with values in 
w~+S. For every n E N the initial value Uno is an F0 -measurable random 
variable with values in w:r+ 1 . 
Assumption 4.3.4. For all positive K < a 
{i) for all multi-indices{, (3 such that 111 ~ m, lf31 ~ m+ 1 
D1(a~q(t, x)- apq(t, x)) 
Df3(~j(t, x) -lij(t, x)) 









g~l) - g(l~ J nJ 
for all j, l = 1, 2, ... , r; 
{iii) 
O(n-tt) in w;n, 
O(n-tt) in w;n+I' 
O(n-tt) in w;n 
Note that in the assumption above we do not require l = 0. 
Assumption 4.3.5 (Strong ellipticity). There exists a constant A > 0 such 
that 
d 
~ a~q ( t, w, x) z i zz 2:: A I z 12 
p,q=l 
for all (t, w, x) E (0, T] X 0 X JRd and z = (z1, ... , zd) E JRd. 
The existence of the solutions u, Un under Assun1ptions 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.5 is 
well-known. It can be shown, for example, applying the technique used in [7] (see 
Propositions 4.12, 4.13, and the proof of Theorem 3.3). This is not the subject of 
the paper. Therefore, we concentrate on the estimation of the rate of convergence. 
We assume that there exist L2-solutions u, Un of the equations (4.3.5), (4.3.6), 
respectively, SUCh that U is from the class CW2m+S n £2 w;n+6, Un is from the class 
cw;n+I n .c2w;n+2. 
Theorem 4.3.1. Under the Assumptions 4.3.1-4.3.5 the sequence of solutions 
un of differential equations (4.3. 6) converges almost surely to the solution u of 
"Stratonovich '' stochastic differential equation { 4. 3. 5). Moreover, for every "" < a 
and 
4.4 Preliminaries 
In this section we list a set of technical lemmas which are borrowed from [7]. 
We will use them to prove Theorem 4.3.1. The proofs of all lemmas except 
Lemn1a 4.4.4 are on1itted and can be found in [7]. Lemma 4.4.4 is a modification 
of Le1nma 4. 7 from [7]. Its proof is given. 
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We fix so1ne non-negative integer m and consider the normal triple 
w.m+ 1 y w.m = W.m* c______\._ w.m-1 2 2-2---,2. 
Lemma 4.4.1. For any p, q = 0, 1, ... , d let aPq be a measurable function on JRd. 
Suppose that for s = 1, 2, ... , d, q = 0, 1, ... , d all derivatives of a0q up to the 
order max(m- 1, 0) and all derivatives of asq up to the order m are measurable 
bounded by a constant K. If for some constant A > 0 
d 
Lail(x)zjZt 2:: Alzl2 
j,l=1 
for every V E wr+l' where L is a constant depending only on I<, m, A and d. 
Lemma 4.4.2. Let aPq, bP be measurable bounded functions on JRd for p, q = 
0, 1, ... 'd. 
{i) Let us fix a non-negative integer a. If for every s = 1, 2, ... , d, q = 
0, 1, ... , d all derivatives of a0q, b0 up to the order max{m +a- 1, 0} and 
all derivatives of asq, b8 up to the order max {m + a, 0} are measurable 
bounded by a constant K functions, then for some constant L 
!(Dp(aPqDqv),<p)w:rl ~ Llvlw~+I+ol<plw~n+I-o, 
!(bPDpv,<p)w:rl ~ Llvlw~+Hol<plw~n-o 
for everyv E W2m+
1+a, <p E C0 . 
{ii) If all derivatives of b0 up to the order max{ m, 1} and for every s = 
1, 2, ... , d the derivatives of b8 up to the order max{m, 2} are measurable 
bounded by a constant K functions, then for every a= 0, ±1, ±2 
for every V E w2m+a' <p E C(). 
The constant L in the above statements depends only on J{, m, d. 
Lemma 4.4.3. Let aPq, bP, cP be bounded measurable functions on JRd for p, q = 
0, 1, ... , d. Let us consider the differential operators .Cv = Dp(aPqDqv), Mv = 
bPDPv, Nv = cPDpv· 
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{i) If all derivatives of c0 up to the order m and fors= 1, 2, ... , d all deriva-
tives of cs up to the order max( m, 1) are measurable bounded by a constant 
I< functions, then 
I (N V, V) w2m I :::; Llvl~2 
for all V E w~+ 1 ' where L is a constant. 
{ii) If all derivatives of b0 , c0 up to the order m+ 1 and fors = 1, 2, ... , d all 
derivatives of bs, cs up to the order max(m + 1, 2) are measurable bounded 
by a constant K functions, then 
I(Mv,Nv)w2 + (v,MNv)w2l < Llvl~m+t 
2 
for all V E w2m+ 1' where L is a constant. 
{iii) If all derivatives of b0 up to the order m+ 1, for s = 1, 2, ... , d all 
derivatives of bs up to the order max(m+ 1, 1) for every p, q = 0, 1, ... , d all 
derivatives of aPq up to the order m are measurable bounded by a constant 
K functions, then for some constant L 
The constant L in the above statements depends only on K, m, d. 
Lemma 4.4.4. Let Cn = cn(t, w, x) be a B([O, T]) x :F x B(JRd)-measurable real 
function on [0, T] X n X JRd for every n = 1, 2, ... ' such that its derivatives in X 
up to the order r are measurable functions of (t, w, x), bounded by a constant I<, 
where r is a non-negative integer. Suppose that for some K, > 0 
uniformly in x E JRd and all multi-indices 1, such that Ill :::; r. Then 
{i) if r = m, then 
1 w.m+l J or every v E 2 ; 
{ii) if r = 1nax(m- 1, 0), then 
Cn(t)Dqv 
for every v E l¥2; 
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{iii) if r =m+ 1, then 
for every V E W2m+
2 . 
In order to prove this lemma we will need the following. 
Lemma 4.4.5. For any m E Z and every v E W
2
m- 1 
where ( · , ·) w2 denotes the scalar product in W2 and the duality between the 
spaces w~+ 1 ' w~- 1 • 
Proof of Lemma 4.4.5. Let us introduce a self-adjoined positive definite operator 
A= (I- .6.) 112 , where .6. is the Laplace operator, I is the identity operator. Then 
(see Section 4.2.1) 
I 1
2 (Am-1 Am-1 ) V wm-1 = V, V . 
2 
Dividing both sides by lvlwm-1 we get 
2 




and then, since the operator A is self-adjoint, 
A-2-<p = V. (4.4.1) 
Again using the representation I · I w;+ 1 = I A m+ 1 · I L 2 it is easy to show that 
l<plwm+1 = 1. Now, taking the supre1num in the right hand side of (4.4.1) we get 
2 





Proof of Lemma 4.4.4. To prove the first assertion we produce the following es-
tin1ations. Using Lemma 4.4.5, Proposition 4.2.4 and Cauchy-Bunyakovskii-
Schwartz inequality, for any V E w2m+l 





L 1 D"~lcn(t, x)Dqv(xWdx, 
hl~m JRd 
which im1nediately gives the result due to the assun1ptions of the lemn1a. The 
rest of the lemma can be proved similarly. 0 
4.5 Proof of Theorem 4.3.1 
We reduce the proof of the theorem to verification of the assumptions of Thee-
rein 3.3.1. In connection with the notations in Theorem 3.3.1 we denote IHio = 
W:f\ IHI.a = w~+.B for any positive or negative integer (3, and denote l·l.s the nonn 
in the space IHI.s, and I · I, ( ·, ·) the norm and the scalar product in the Hilbert 
space IHio. 
We consider a normal triple 
and, moreover, the system of embedded spaces 
We recall that spaces IHio and IHIQ, as well as IHI_.s and IHI~ can be naturally identified 
using scalar multiplication ( · , ·) (see section 3.2.1). We use the notation ( u, v) 
for the duality between IHI.s and IHI~ where one of the elements u, v belongs to IHI.s 
and the other to IHI~. 
Let us introduce for all V E w~+I, (t,w) E [O,T] X n operators 
£v - Dp(apq Dqv), Miv l/jDPv, Mi(l)v - b~(l) Dpv, 
Mi(kl)v ll(kl) D J pV, 
LnV Dp(a~q Dqv), Miv ~jDPv, Mi(l)v 
bp(l) D 
n n nj pV, 
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j, k = 1, 2, ... , r, l = 0, 1, ... , r, and consider equation 
(u(t), <p) = (uo, <p) + l (£u(s) + f(s), <p)ds 
+ ~ l (Mi Miu(s) + Mi 9i(s), <p)ds 
+ ~ l (MiUlu(s) + g)il(s ), cp)ds 
+ l (Miu(s) + 9i(s), cp)dWi (s), 
and for every n = 1, 2, . . . equation 
(4.5.1) 
(un(t), <p) = (uno, <p) + l (Cnun(s) + fn(s), <p)ds ( 4.5.2) 
+ l (M~un(s) + 9nj(s), <p)dW~(s), 
where <p E C0 . By a solution u of equation ( 4.5.1) and a solution Un of equation 
(4.5.2) we mean functions from CW2 n £ 2Wf+1 for which the equations (4.5.1), 
( 4.5.2) hold respectively almost surely for every <p E C0 (JRd) a.ad t E [0, T]. 
From Assumption 4.3.3 using statement (i) of Lemma 4.4.2 it follows that for 
all j' k = 1' 2' ... ' r' l = 0' 1' ... ' r' every ( t' w) E [ 0' T] X n 
(£v, <p)w~ < Llvlwm+tl<fJiwm+I, 
2 2 
(Miv, <p)w~ < Llvlw~+ 1 l<fJiw~, 
(Mi(l)v, <p)w~ < Llvlw~+ 1 l<fJiw~, (4.5.3) 
(Mi(kl)v, <p )w~ < Llvlw~+ 1 l<fJiw~, 
and for all n E N 
(£nv, <p )w~ < Llvlwm+ll<fJiwm+l, 
2 2 
(M~v, <p)w~ < Llvlw~+ 1 l<fJiw~, (4.5.4) 
(M~(l)v, <p )w~ < Llvlw~+ 1 l<fJiw~ 






(£v, <p )wrl, 
(Miv, <p)w~, 
(Mi(l)v, <p)wr 
(Mi(kl)v, <p )w~ 
we define bounded linear operators A(t) : JHI1 --7 IHL 1 , Bi(t), Bi(l)(t), Bi(kl)(t) 




(.Cnv, <p )w~, 
(M~v, <p)w~, 
(M~(l)v, <p )w2m 
we define bounded uniformly in n linear operators An ( t) : lHI1 --7 lHI_1, B~ ( t), B~(l) ( t) : 
lHI 1 --7 lHio . 
Moreover, by Lemma 4.4.2 for all j,l = 1, 2, ... l rand every (t, w) E [0, T] X n 
we have, 
for all V E w2m+l, <p E coo. Again, by 
we define bounded linear operators Bi1 : lHI1 --7 IHL 1 . State1nent (ii) of Lemma 4.4.2 
gives for j = 1,2, ... , rand (t,w) E [0, T) x 0 
for all V E w~ l <p E coo. This allows us to extend operator Bi : lHil --7 lHio to a 
bounded operator from lHio to lHI_ 1 , and for all ( t, w) operator Bi1 : lHI1 --7 lHI_ 1 is 
a superposition of B1 : lHI1 --7 lHio and Bi : lHio --7 lHI_ 1 . 
From the fact that (w,(I- ~)m<fJ)L2 = (w,<p)w~ for all v,<p E COO it follows 
from ( 4.3.1) that substituting ( Dpv) (I - ~ )m<p in place of <p we get for j 
1, 2, ... , r, p = 0, 1, ... , d 
and for every n = 1, 2, ... 
which can be written as 
and 
for every v,<p E COO, and hence by (4.5.3), (4.5.4) for any v,<p E lHI1 . Similarly, 
substituting (I- ~)m<p in place of <p we get 
d(gi(t), <p) = (gj0)(t), <p)dt + (gj1)(t), <p)dW1 
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and 
d(gnj(t), 'P) = (g~~)(t), <p)dt + (g~l](t), <p)dW~ 
for every 'P E C(), and hence for every <p E IHI1 . Using the same sort of arguments 
we can obtain from ( 4.3.3), for j, k = 1, 2, ... , r, p = 0, 1, ... , d 
which can be written in the form 
and from ( 4.3.4) 
for every v, <p E IHI1 . 
We rewrite equations (4.5.1), (4.5.2) in the form 
u(t) = ~ + l(A(s)u(s) + f(s))ds + l(Bi(t)u(t) + gi(t))dWi(t) 
+ ~ l Bi(t)(Bi (t)u(t) + gi(t))dt + ~ l (BiUl(t)u(t) + g)i\t))dt. 
and 
which are considered in the triple IHI1 Y lHfo = IHIQ Y IHii. We can see that these 
equation are of the same type as those in Theorem 3.3.1. Therefore, it suffices to 
verify Assumptions 3.3.3 - 3.3.5 of Theore1n 3.3.1. 
By Lemma 4.4.2 for all j = 1, 2, ... , r, l = 0, 1, ... , r for some constant L 
I(A(t)v, 'P)I < Llvlk I'PI2-k, k = 0, 1, ... ,6, 
I(Bi(t)v, 'P)I < Llvlki'Ph-k, k=-2,-1, ... ,6, 
I(Bi(l)(t)v, 'P)I < Llvlki'Ph-k, k=-2,-1, ... ,5, 
I(Bi(kl)(t)v, 'P)I < Llvbi'PI-2 
for every (t, w) E [0, T] X nand v, <p E C(). Similarly, for all nE N, j = 1, 2, ... , d, 
l = 0, 1, ... , r for some constant Ln 
I(An(t)v, 'P)I < Lnlvlki'Pb-k, k = 0, 1, 2, 
I(B~(t)v,<p)l < Lnlvlki'Ph-k, k = -1,0, 1, 
I(B~(l)(t)v,<p)l < Lnlvlki'Ph-k, k = -1,0 
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for every (t, w) E [0, T] X n and v, r.p E ego. Therefore, the requirements of 
Assun1ption 3.3.3 are satisfied. 
Next, we verify requirements of Assumption 3.3.4. Using Lemma 4.4.1 we get 
for every n E N 
( ) A 2 2 v, Anv + 2lvl 1 ::; Llvl0 
for every ( t' w) E [ 0' T] X n and V E wr+ 1. Here A is a constant that comes from 
Assumption 4.3.5. Using Lemma 4.4.3 we get for every n E N 
. l 
I(B~v, Bnv) + . l (v, B~Bnv)l < Llvl6, 
l(v, B~v)l < Llvl6, 
l(v, B~(l)v)l < Llvl6, 
I(Anw, B~w) + (w, B~Anw)l ::; Llwl~ 
for every j, l = 1, 2, ... 'r, (t, w) E [0, T] X n and V E wr+l' w E w2m+2. In 
inequalities above constant L does not depend on n. 





This chapter is devoted to the application of the result of Chapter 4 to the filtering 
problem. 
5.1 Introduction 
The problem of non-linear filtering can be described as follows. Assun1e that 
(x,y) = {(x(t),y(t), t ~ 0)} are two diffusion processes with values in ~d, ~r, 
respectively. The process of interest, the unobservable signal process x, represents 
the state of the system at time t. The observable con1ponent, the observation 
process y, represents the measured output of the systen1 at tin1e t. The proble1n 
of the estimation of the unobservable signal x(t) or a function of x(t) on the basis 
of the observed paths of y( s) for s :::; t is referred to as a filtering problen1. 
This model arises in many technical problen1s. For example, the process y( t) 
describes the coordinates of a moving object computed on the basis of the radar 
measurements, N(t) represents the error of the measure1nents, and x(t) is the 
true position of the object at time t. 
Here we have a simplified model. Suppose that x is a solution of ordinary 
differential equation dx(t)/dt = H(x(t)), x(O) = x0 . Then the observation y is a 
solution of equation 
y(t) = l H(x(s))ds + N(t). 
In various situations the evolution equation of the signal process x includes ran-
dom perturbation. In these cases x can be described by the equation 
x(t) = l h(x(s))ds + l a(x(s))dN(s). 
Thus, the goal of the filtering problem is to filter out the noise N from the 
observation process y, and to find the best estimate for the signal process x given 
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the 1neasurements up to time t. More precisely, given a measurable function 
f = f(x) with E(f2(x(t))) < oo find the best mean square estimate ](t) of 
J(x(t)) given the trajectories y(s), s::; t. If the noise N is a Wiener process then 
it is known that under certain regularity assumptions 
j ( t) = J IR j (X) <p ( t, X) dx 
fiR <p( t, x )dx ' 
where <p is a random process, called unnormalized filtering density. The problem 
of estimating J(x(t)) is thus reduced to the problem of computing the density <p. 
It was also shown that <p satisfies a linear stochastic differential equation, 
d<p(t, x) = G ::2 (a2 (x)<p(t, x)) - ! (h(x)<p(t, x))) dt 
+ ( H(x)<p(t, x)- ! (a(x )<p(t, x))) dy(t), 
called the Zakai equation (see [19]). The normalized filtering density 
p(t, x) = <p(t, x) (i <p(t, x)dx) - 1 
was also studied. It is known that p satisfies a measure valued stochastic differen-
tial equation called the Fujisaki-I{allianpur-Kunita equation with a disadvantage 
of being nonlinear (see [3]). 
In the paper we study a more general situation. The processes x, y are con-
sidered to be multidimensional and functions h, H, a depend on t, x, y. Our 
interest is motivated by the following. In practice the "real observations" have 
bounded variation. This is the result of the error in measure1nent of process y. 
We thus get a sequence {Yn}nEN of processes of bounded variation which approx-
ilnates observation y. Using "real observations" Yn instead of y, we solve the 
approximation of the Zakai equation. We con1pute <pn, and hence obtain density 
Pn by the formula 
Pn(t, x) = 'Pn(t, x) (i 'Pn(t, x)dx) - 1 
It is known that under some general conditions the convergence Yn ---t y implies 
the convergence of unnormalized densities <pn ---t <p, as well as normalized densities 
Pn ---t p. In Theore1n 5.2.2 we study the rate of this convergences given the rate 
of convergence Yn ---t y. 
5.2 The Main Result 
Let (0, :F, P) be a con1plete probability space, and let us consider a ( d + r )-
dimensional diffusion process (x,y) = {(x(t),y(t)), t E [O,T)} defined by the 
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system of stochastic differential equations 
dx(t) = h(t, x(t), y(t))dt + a(t, x(t), y(t))dV(t) 
+ p(t, x(t), y(t))dW(t), 
dy(t) = H(t, x(t), y(t))dt + dW(t), 
t E (0, T], with the initial conditions 
x(O) = ~' y(O) = 7J. 
(5.2.1) 
(5.2.2) 
Here h(t, x, y), H(t, x, y), a(t, x, y), p(t, x, y) are matrices of the sized x 1, r x 1, 
d x ro, d X r, respectively (for all t E (0, T], x E JRd, y E IRr), (V(t), W(t)) is a 
standard (ro + r)-dimensional Wiener process independent of the F 0-measurabe 
random variables ~, 7] with values in JRd, IRr, respectively. In the paper we assume 
that the model is non-degenerate, i.e. there exist c > 0 such that 
pp*(t, x, y) 2:: cl 
for all (t, x, y) E (0, T] x JRd x IR.r. Above I is the identity operator. 
Let us define hPq = hpq(t, x, y) by 
for every p, q = 1, 2, ... , d, and define operators 
l(t, x )u -
8
8
x (hP(t,x,y(t))u) + 
8 
8~ (hPQ(t,x,y(t))u), 
p Xp Xq 
H j ( t' X' y ( t)) u - aa (a Pi ( t' X' y ( t)) u) ' 
Xp 
j = 1, 2, ... , r. Let us consider the so called Zakai equation 
(5.2.3) 
with the initial condition 
<p ( 0, X) = Po (X) · (5.2.4) 
The following theorem is a fundamental result. 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let l 2:: 0 be an integer. Assume that hpq have uniformly 
bounded derivatives in X Up to the order l + 2, h and p have uniformly bounded 
derivatives in x up to the order l + 1 and H have uniformly bounded derivatives 
in x up to the order l. Suppose that the conditional distribution of~ given 'rJ has 
a density p0 (with respect to Lebesgue measure), which belongs to WJ. Then the 
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conditional density p(t,x) := P{t,dx}jdx (ofx(t) given {y(s), 0 ~ s ~ t}) exists 
and 
p ( t, X) = <p ( t, X) I ( <p ( t) , 1 ) L2 , 
where <p = <p( t, x) is the unique solution of Zakai equation ( 5. 2. 3) with the initial 
condition {5.2.4). Moreover, <p E CWJ n .C2 W~+l and (<p(t), 1)£2 is a positive and 
continuous function on [0, T]. 
Let us approximate observation process y by a sequence {Yn}nEN of r-dimensional 
continuous on [0, T] stochastic processes of bounded variation. Similarly as above 
for every n E N we define operators 
a a2 
--a (hP(t, x, Yn(t))u) + a a (hpq(t, x, Yn(t))u), 
Xp Xp Xq 
. a . 
H1 (t, x, Yn(t))u - -a (pP1 (t, x, Yn(t))u), 
Xp 
M~(t, x)u 
a . a a . 
-a H1 (t, x, Yn(t))u - -a (-a pP1 (t, x, Yn(t))u) 
~ Xp ~ 
M~(l) ( t, x )u 
for j, l = 1, 2, ... , r. As an approximation for the problem (5.2.3)-(5.2.4) we 
consider the partial differential equation 
d<pn(t, x) = Cn<pn(t, x)dt + M~<pn(t, x)dy~(t) 
- ~Mj .Mi {() (t x)dt ~.Mj(j){() (t x)dt 2 n nrn , 2 n rn , (5.2.5) 
with the initial condition 
<pn(O,x) Po(x). (5.2.6) 
Suppose the following holds. 
Assumption 5.2.1. For every'""< a and every positive 8 
(1) y- Yn = O(n-K), 
(2) Sn = O(n-K), 
( 3) 11 Sn 11 = 0 ( ln 8 n), 
where Sn is an r x r-dimensional process defined as follows, 
where bjl is the Kronecker's symbol which assumes 1 if j = l, and 0 otherwise. 
Assumption 5.2.2. The derivatives in x of hP, Hi up to the order m+ 5, of 
(ajay1)Hi up to the order m+ 4, of (ajat)Hi, (a2 jay1ayh)Hi up to the order 
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m+ 3, of (a2 ;atayz)HJ, (a3 jayzayhaYk)HJ up to the order m+ 1, of am, pP1 up 
to the order m+ 6, of (ajayz)aPi, (ajayz)pPJ up to the order m+ 5, of (ajat)pP1, 
(a2 jayzaYh)pP1 up to the order m+ 4, of (a2 ;atayz)r}, (a3 jayzayhaYk)r} up to 
the order m+ 2, are bounded measurable in (t, x, y) functions on [0, T] x JRd x 1Rr. 
Abovep= 1,2, ... ,d, j,l,h,k= 1,2, ... ,r, i= 1,2, ... ,r0 . 
Assumption 5.2.3. Random variables~' 17 are almost surely finite. The condi-
tional distribution of~ given 17 is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure on JRd for almost every w E 0. Its density p0 = p0 ( ·, w) belongs to W~+5 . 
Note, that under Assumptions 5.2.2, 5.2.3 there exist an L2-solution <p, <fJn 
of proble1ns (5.2.3)-(5.2.4), (5.2.5)-(5.2.6), respectively, such that <p belongs to 
CW~+5 n .C2 w~+6 , <fJn belongs to CW~+1 n .C2 W2m+2 . As a corollary of Theo-
rem 4.3.1 we get the following. 
Theorem 5.2.2. Under Assumptions 5.2.1-5.2.3 the sequence of solutions <fJn 
of the problem (5.2.5)-{5.2.6} converges almost surely to the solution <p of the 
problem {5.2.3)-(5.2.4}, 
and 
{T Jcp( S) - 'Pn ( S) J~m+I ds = 0( n -~<) 
lo 2 
for every K, < a. Moreover, the sequence of densities Pn converges almost surely 
to the density p, 
and 
for every K, < a. 
5.3 Proof of Theorem 5.2.2 
5.3.1 Convergence <fJn ---+ <p 
In order to define operators MJ(l)(t,x), M~(l)(t,x), MJ(kl)(t,x), M~(kl)(t,x) we 
rewrite the definition for M1(t, x), M~(t, x). For every j = 1, 2, ... , r, p = 
1, 2, ... , d set 
(3J(t, x, y) = HJ(t, x, y) 
a . 
-a pP1(t, x, y), 
Xp 
(3j(t, x, y) - pPl ( t, X, y) . 
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Define 
bj ( t, X) = (3j ( t, X, y ( t) ) , 
P = 0, 1, ... , d, and then in connection to the notations introduced in chapter 4 
j = 1, 2, ... , r (we surn with respect top from 0 to d). 
For all p = 0, 1, ... , d, j, l = 1, 2, ... , r set 
(3p(O) ( ) nj t,x,y 
(3j(l)(t, x, y) 
(3p(l) ( ) nj t, X, y 
Now define 
bJ~(l)(t,x) (3p(l)(t (t)) = i ,x,y ' 
a 1 a2 
(at + 2 a 2 )f3j(t, x, y), yh 
:lJ(t, x, y), 
a
a f3j(t, x, y), 
Yl 
a
a f3j(t, x, y). 
Yl 
bp(~) (t x) = (3p(l) (t (t)) nJ ' nj 1 X' Yn ' 
j = 1, 2, ... , r, l = 0, 1, ... , r, p = 0, 1, ... , d, and then 
}./ti(l) (t x)v = ll(l)(t x)D v 
' J ' p ' 
j = 1, 2, ... , r, l = 0, 1, ... , r (we sum with respect top from 0 to d). 
At last, for all p = 0, 1, ... , d, j, k, l = 1, 2, ... , r set 
(3~(kO)(t ) J 'x, y (3~(kl) (t ) J 'x, y 
a2 
a a f3j(t, x, y), 
Yl Yk 
and define 
j, k = 1, 2, ... , r, l = 0, 1, ... , r, p = 0, 1, ... , d, and then 
j, k = 1, 2, ... , r, l = 0, 1, ... , r (we sum with respect top from 0 to d). 
Assigning 
1 A • A • 1 A "(") Mi }.lti, Mi(l) }./ti(l), -M1M 1 -MJJ - -
2 2 ' 
£ = l 
Mi(kl) - }./ti(kl) 
' 1 A • A • 1 A "(") Mi M~, Mi(l) }./ti(l) 2M~M~ -MJ J -2 n ' n n n 
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we reduce problem (5.2.3)-(5.2.4) to the form 
d<p(t, x) = £<p(t, x)dt + Mi<p(t, x)dyi(t) 
+ ~M1M1<p(t,x)dt + ~MJUl<p(t,x)dt, 
<p ( 0, X) = Po (X) , 
(5.3.1) 
(5.3.2) 
equivalent to the "Stratonovich" equation ( 4.3.5), and we reduce problem (5.2.5)-
(5.2.6) to the form 
d<pn(t, X) 
<pn(O,x) 




which is equivalent to the partial differential equation ( 4.3.6). Our aim now is 
to show that in this case Assumptions 4.3.1-4.3.5 are satisfied. Indeed, by the 
It6 formula the processes bj(t,x), ~i(t,x), b~(k)(t,x) for all j,k = 1,2, ... ,r, 
p = 0, 1, ... , d have stochastic differentials 
dbj(t, X) 
d~j(t, X) 
db~(k) ( t, X) 
b~(o)(t, x)dt + b~(l)(t, x)dWl(t), 
b~;o)(t, x)dt + ~;l)(t, x)dW~(t), 
b~(kO)(t,x)dt + ~(kl)(t,x)dWl(t), 
respectively, on [0, T] for all x E JR.d and n E N. By a Fubini-type theorem 
for stochastic integrals (see p. 116, [13]) for every 'ljJ E C0 (JR.d) the stochastic 




(b~(o)(t), 'l/J)odt + (b~(l)(t), 'l/J)odvVl(t), 
(b~;o)(t), 'ljJ) 0dt + (b~~l)(t), 'l/J)odW~(t), 
(b~(ko)(t), 'ljJ) 0dt + (~(kl)(t), 'l/J)odWl(t), 
respectively, on [0, T] for all n E N. It is easy to show that Assumptions 4.3.3, 
4.3.4 hold. 
Finally, if Hi is uniformly bounded in (t, x, y) for every j = 1, 2, ... , r, then 
by Girsanov's Theorem, p. 207, [17}, we can introduce on the 1neasurable space 
(S1, F) a new probability 1neasure P by 
P(dw) = pr(H)(w)P(dw), 
such that (S1,F,P) is a probability space and W(t) + J; H(s,x(s),y(s))ds is an 
r-dimensional Wiener process on the interval [0, T] on (S1, F, P). Above pr(H), 
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called the exponential martingale, is defined by 
Pr(H) = exp{- L 1T Hi(s, x(s), y(s))dWi(s) 
J 
-~ L 1T(Hi(s,x(s),y(s)))2ds}. 
J 
Notice, that condition Epr(H) = 1 of the Girsanov's theorem holds by Lemma 
1, p. 204, [17). Therefore, Assumption 5.2.1 i1nplies Assumption 4.3.1. We apply 
Theorem 4.3.1. 
5.3.2 Convergence Pn ---+ p 
We have, for every t E [0, T] 
Therefore, since by Theorem 5.2.1 almost surely 




for some positive random variable (, the proble1n of estimation of lP- Pnlw;l, 
for lP- Pnl~m+lds can be reduced to the estimation of l(<p, 1)£2 - (<pn, 1)~., 2 1. 
2 
Namely, in order to prove the second part of the theorem it is enough to show 
that 
(<p, 1)£2 - (<pn, 1)£2 = O(n-~) 
for all "' < a/2. Then (5.3.5), (5.3.6) imply also 
(5.3.6) 
almost surely for some positive random variable (1 and for sufficiently large n. It 
is clear that this is what we need to get our results from the first inequality in 
the section. 
Therefore, it suffices to show that (5.3.6) holds for any K- < a. Introduce 
function p(x) = (1 + x2 )'12 . Then 
for every t E [0, T], where C = IP-1 1£2 is finite for 1 > d, and therefore it is 
enough to verify that 
lP( <p- <f?n) IL2 = O(n-~) 
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(5.3.7) 
for all K < a/2. 
It follows from problem (5.3.1)-(5.3.2) that for function p(x) defined above 
<p( t, x) satisfies equation 
d(p(x)<p(t,x)) = p(x)£<p(t,x)dt + p(x)Mi<p(t,x)dyi(t) 
1 . . 1 
+ 2p(x)M1 M 1<p(t, x)dt + '2p(x)MiU)<p(t, x)dt (5.3.8) 
with the initial condition 
<p ( 0, X) Po (X) . 
Introducing 
'lj;(t, x) p(x)<p(t, x) 
we can rewrite this in the form 
d('lj;(t, x)) = L('lj;(t, x))dt + Mi('lj;(t, x))dyi 
+ ~M1 M1 (,P(t, x))dt + ~M1Ul( 1/!(t, x))dt (5.3.9) 
with the initial condition 
'l/;(0, x) p(x )po(x), (5.3.10) 
where 
Miv = b~(t x)D v Mi(l)v = b~(l)(t x)D v 
J ' p J ' p ' 
and coefficients aPq, b~, bj(l) will be written below in terms of aPq, bj, bj(l). Silni-
larly, introducing 
'l/Jn(t,x) = p(x)<pn(t,x), 
we get that 'l/Jn ( t, x) satisfies for all n E N equation 
d('l/Jn(t, x)) = Ln('l/Jn(t, x))dt + M~('l/Jn(t, x))dy~ (5.3.11) 
with the initial condition 
'l/Jn(O, x) = p(x)Pno(x). (5.3.12) 
Operators Ln, M~, M~(l) are defined by 
coefficients a{;, b~i' b~;l) will be written below in terms of a~q, ~i' b~~). Below we 
verify that operators L, Ln, lvfi, M~ satisfy Assun1ptions 4.3.2-4.3.5 and apply 
Theore1n 4.3.1. 
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For simplicity of notations we will omit parameters t, x. It is easy to show 
that 
d 
pMiv = LbjDp(pv) 
p=O 
where /-Lp = Dpp(x)/ p(x). Denoting 
d 
b~ b~ - L l/jf.Lp, J J 
p=l 
b~ 
J bj, p#O 
we get 
Mi (pv), j = 1,2, ... ,r. (5.3.13) 
Set u = M 1v and apply the previous fonnula to pMiu twice. We get 
j, l = 1, 2, ... , r. (5.3.14) 
Denoting 
we show that 
j = 1, 2, ... , r, l = 0, 1, ... , r. (5.3.15) 
In order to get a similar relation for £., and L we introduce intern1ediate operators 




As above assigning 
we get relation 
d 





































'L Dp(NP(pv)) 'L NP(pv)J-Lp, 
p=O p=l 
d 





p£v = L(pv). ( 5.3.16) 
Hence, using relations (5.3.13)-(5.3.16) we indeed reduce equation (5.3.8) to equa-
tion (5.3.9). 
Similarly to aPq, b~, b~(l) we can define coefficients a~q, b~j, b~;). It is easy to 
show that if aPq, bj, ... , b~S) satisfy Assumptions 4.3.2-4.3.5 then so do apq, b~, 
... , b~;). Applying Theorem 4.3.1 to problems (5.3.9)-(5.3.10), (5.3.11)-(5.3.12) 
we get 




Examples of Wiener Process 
Approximations 
6.1 Introduction 
The chapters above were devoted to the study of the approximations of stochastic 
differential equations (SDEs) by ordinary differential equations (ODEs). N an1ely, 
we investigated the rate of the convergence of the solutions for the approxi1nating 
ODEs to the solution for the original SDEs. 
Initially we considered a "Stratonovich" SDE. We replaced the Wiener process 
W in this equation by an approximation system of stochastic processes { Wn} nEN. 
In this chapter we study the two most common types of these approximations for 
the Wiener process W: polygonal approximation and sn1oothing. We verify that 
in these two cases sequences {Wn}nEN satisfy Assun1ption 2.3.1. 
Assumption 6.1.1. There exists a positive number a: such that for every K, < a: 
and every positive 8 
(1) W- Wn = O(n-K), 
(2) Sn = O(n-K), 
(3) IISnll = O(ln8 n). 
Here we used the notation 
1 
-8·lt 
2 J ' 
where 8jl is the Kronecker's symbol which assun1es 1 if j = l, and 0 otherwise. 
6.2 Preliminaries 
In this section we list some statements that we will use later in the chapter. 
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Theorem 6.2.1. Let W be a Wiener process and let c E (0, 1/2), T E (O,oo). 
Then there exists a random variable N = N(w), depending also on c, T, such 
that ENP < 00 for all p E (0, oo), and for any wEn 
for all t, sE (0, T]. 
This is a well known fact. The proof can be found in (16), p. 36. The following 
lemma is a corollary of Lemma 2.4.2. 
Lemma 6.2.2. Let {~n}nEN be a sequence of real random variables, and let (3 be 
a positive number. Suppose that for every n E N and every positive integer r 
where Cf3 may depend on r but not on n. Then for every positive 1 < (3 
Proof. We fix any value of/, then set any r > ~((3 -~)- 1 , and ::tpply Lem1na 2.4.2. 
0 
Lemma 6.2.3. Let ~(t), t E (0, T] be simultaneously a continuous martingale and 




) P{sup ~(t) 2:: a} ~ exp --- . 
t~T 2 O"r 
Proof. By properties of positive submartingales (see Theorem 3.8, 
nonnal random variables for arbitrary A 




Lemma 6.2.4. Let stochastic processes lv!(t) simultaneously be a continuous mar-
tingale and a Gaussian process with mean 0 and variance O"t = at, where ex is a 




O<t~e-2 Jt ln ln i 
Then E XP < oo for any integer p 2:: 2. 
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Proof. Note, that the interval (0, e-2] is dictated by function Jt In ln(1/t). In-
troduce a partition { tk }k=2,3, ... of the interval (0, e-2], tk = e-k. Then· 
X = sup sup M(t) . 
k?.2 tk+t <t~tk V tIn In f 
Let us show that for every z ~ 0 
00 
P{X~z} < Le-cz2Jn(l+k) (6.2.2) 
k=2 
for some positive constant c. Indeed we have , , 
P{X:2:z}::::; fp{ sup M(t) >z} 
k=2 tk+t <t~tk Jt In In f -
< f P { sup lvf(t) ~ z ,..-tk-·+-1 -ln_h_l~-1 =}, 
k=2 O<t~tk tk+l 




tk+l ln ln ~) P {X ~ z} ::; L exp -- k+t 
k=2 2 Cltk L
oo ( 1 z2ln(1 + k)) 
exp -- , 
2 ne 
k=2 
which proves (6.2.2). 
Let us separate large values of X, so that XN = Xxx?.N, and estirnate EX~. 
The random variable X~ is non-negative. Therefore, 
EX~ = l"' P{X~;:::: x}dx = L"' P{X;:::: x 11P}dx. 
Using estimate (6.2.2) we get, 
~ i"" e -cx21P In( l+k) dx = ~ 1"" e -c( x+ N)21 P In( !+k) dx 
< f 1"" e-c(p)(x21P+N21P) In(!+k)dx 
k=2 ° 
for son1e constant c(p) depending only on p. Then 
00 00 
EX~ ::; d(p) L e-c(p)N2fp In(l+k) = d(p) L (1 + k) -c(p)N2fp, 
k=2 k=2 





/PJn 3dx is finite for any p ~ 2. Taking N large enough 
such that the sum is finite we get EX~ < oo. 
Finally, 
EXP - EXPXX<N + EXPXX?.N < NP + EX~ < 00. 
0 
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6.3 Polygonal approximation 
For simplicity assume that T is an integer. Let us define for any n = 1, 2, ... 
partition {tk}k~o of interval (0, T], where tk = ~· For short we omit index nand 
use notation tk. The polygonal approximation of the Wiener process W may be 
defined as Wn(t) = W(tk) + n(t- tk)(W(tk+I)- W(tk)) in the interval [tk, tk+I) 
fork= 0, 1, ... , nT-1. However, this family is Ft+1.-adapted, and, consequently, 
n 
not Fcadapted. Introducing a shifted Ft-adapted version Wn(t) = Wn(t- ~) we 
define a natural approximation, i.e. an approximation which does not depend on 
the "future". 
Definition 6.3.1. We say that a sequence {Wn}nEN is a polygonal approximation 
of a Wiener processes W if it is defined as 
for values oft from the interval [tk, tk+d for k = 0, 1, ... , nT- 1. To make the 
definition consistent we assume that W ( t) vanishes for negative t. 
The following is the 1nain statement of the section. 
Proposition 6.3.1. In the case of polygonal approximation Assumption 6.1.1 
holds with a= 1/2. 
We will need the following len1ma. 
Lemma 6.3.2. For any integer n ~ 1 let Xn1 , ... , Xnn be independent random 
variables such that for k - 1, 2, ... , n EXnk = 0, and for a sufficiently large 
integer p ~ 1 
EIXnki 2P ~ Cpn-2Pf3, 
for all n ~ 1 and some {3 E ( ~, 1], where cp is a constant depending only on p. 
Then Sn = 2.::~= 1 Xnk converges to 0 almost surely. Moreover, for every 1 < {3- ~ 
there exists a finite random variable ~~ such that almost surely 
for all n ~ 1. 
Proof. First, show that for any multi-index a = ( a1, ... , an) such that a1 + · · · + 
an = 2p the following inequality holds: 
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Indeed, by Holder's inequality 
Hence, 
where N ( n, p) is the number of those multi-indices a = ( a 1 , ... , an) satisfying 
the conditions ai i= 1 for all j = 1, 2, ... , n, and a 1 + ... +an = 2p. Our aim is 
to show that N ( n, p) ~ c(p )nP for some constant c(p) depending only on p. 
The number of a 1 , ... , an different from 0 is less than or equal to p. So 
N ( n, p) can be estimated by (;) N (p). We take (;) choices to place p ele1nents 
to n positions. And for every such a choice we determine number N(p) of all 
possibilities to choose p multi-indices ( ai1 , ••. , aip) for which ai1 + · · · + aip = 2p. 
Obviously N (p) exceeds the number of all multi-indices with the elements different 
from 1. 
Next, N (p) equals to the number of multi-indices (/31 , ... , /3p) possessing the 
following properties: /3j 2:: 1 for all j = 1, 2, ... , p, and /31 + · · · + /3p = 3p. And, 
hence, is equal to the number of possibilities of placing p - 1 elements to 3p - 1 
positions. So, 
N(n,p) ~ (;) C:-=-n ~ c(p)nP, 
where constant c(p) = ~ e:--=-11) depends only on p, and 
Lemma 6.2.2 ends the proof of the lemma. 0 
Proof of Proposition 6.3.1. Using Theorem 6.2.1 for every c > 0 and every t E 
[tk, tk+d almost surely 
!Wi(t)- W~(t)! < 2 sup !Wi(t)- Wi(s)! < (en-~+e, 
t,s$T 
it-si$~ 
where (e is a finite random variable depending only on c. Assumption 6.1.1(1) 
holds. Next we verify Assumption 6.1.1(2), i.e. IS~ll = O(n-1 ) for every j, l, and 
any 1 < 1/2. We start with the situati.on where j and l coincide. By the lt6's 
forn1ula 




By Burkholder-Davis-Gundy and Jensen's inequalities for any p 2:: 1 
Esup IS~i!P < cE sup !Wi(t)- Wi(s)!P ~ cn-P12, 
t~T t<T 
lt-;1~~ 
where constant c does not depend on n. It suffices to apply Lemma 6.2.2. Next, 
we verify Assumption 6.1.1(2) in the case of distinct j and l. By Definition 6.3.1 
of the polygonal approximation 
nT-1 1tk+1 
s~l(t) = n L (Wl(tk)- wz(tk_I)) (Wi(s)- Wi(tk))xs~tdS 
k=O tk 
nT-1 




x (n(s- tk) + 1)Xs~tds. 
tk 
Assume that for n E N time parameter t belongs to the interval [ tmn, tmn + 1). 
Then 
< f:(W1(tk)- W 1(tk-d) 1ak (Wi(tk + ~)- Wi(tk))du 
k=O o n 
+ ~ f:(W1(tk)- W 1(tk_J))(Wi(tk)- Wi(tk_i)), 
k=O 
where ak = n(t- tmn) if k = mn, and ak = 1 otherwise. For k ~ mn denote the 
tenns in the first sum of the last inequality as X~i, and the tenns in the second 
'l 'l 'l sum as Y~k· Define x;k = Y~k = 0 fork> mn. Then 
nT-1 nT-1 
S jl (t) < """' xjz 5 """' yil n - L nk + 2 L nk' 
k=O k=O 
'l 'l It is easy to show that for every k, EX;k = EY~k = 0, and 
E!Zll2p (a'k E!Z~ 12Pdu ~ ((2p- 1)!!)2 n-2p, 
n Jo n P + 1 
( EIZ~ 12p r = ((2p- 1)!!)2n-2P, 
where Zv is a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance v. By Lemma 6.3.2, 
!S~ll = O(n-1 ) for any 1 < ~· Hence, Assumption 6.1.1(2) is satisfied with 
a= 1/2. 
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Now we go on to Assu1nption 6.1.1(3). We have 
Now we go on to Assumption 6.1.1(3). We have Now we go on to Assump-
tion 6.1.1(3). We have Now we go on to Assumption 6.1.1(3). We have Now we 
go on to Assu1nption 6.1.1(3). We have Now we go on to Assumption 6.1.1(3). 
We have 
nT-l m 
+ L L IWi(tk)- Wi(tk_I)IIW1(tk)- W1(tk-dl + 2T 
j,l k=O 
= 'f: 1' r~l X~~} du + 'f: n~l y~~ + C, 
IISnii(T) 
< n 'f: lk+I n~li(Wi(t)- Wi(tk-1)) 
-n(t- tk)(Wi(tk)- Wi(tk_I))I 
m 
X IW1(tk)- W1(tk-l)!dt + 2T 
< 'f: 1' r~1 1Wi(tk + ;) - Wi(tk)IIW1(tk)- W 1(tk-dldu} 
nT-l 
+ L L !Wi(tk)- Wi(tk-diiW1(tk)- W1(tk-dl + ;:r 
j,l k=O 
= 'f: 1' r~\~~} du + 'f: n~1 Y~k + C, 
where 
- 1-l~ /-ll.' 
n n 
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nT-1 1 nT-1 nT-1 c = ;r + L L fa Jl~ji~du + L L ~ + L L Jl~· 
J,l t=O J k=O rll t=O 
Here J.lv is the expectation of the module of a Gaussian random variable Zv 
distributed with mean 0 and variation v. Obviously, J.l~ ~ v for any v, and hence 
C < mT + 2m2T. - 2 
Furthennore, we check conditions of Lemma 6.3.2 for X~~ and Y!k· First of all, 
'l 'l 
EX~k = EY~k = 0. Next, 
2p 
E!YJJI2p = ~(-1)2p-i (2~) _1_. E!Zll2i < c n-2p 
nk ~ ~ n2p-t n - p , 
i=O 
where constant Cp depends only on p. The same sort of arguments shows that also 
'l . 'l . 'l 
y~k for J # l and x~k can be estimated by Cpn-2P. By Lelllllla 6.3.2 both Lk x~k 
and Lk Y!k converge to 0 as n tends to infinity; IISnii(T), and hence IISnll(t) for 
any t ~ T, can be estimated by a finite random variable, i.e. IISnll = 0(1). This 
ends the proof of Proposition 6.3.1. D 
6.4 Smoothing the Wiener process 
In this section we study another type of approximation of the driving process. 
Definition 6.4.1. We say that an approximation family {Wn}nEN is the smooth-





Here we assume that W(t) vanishes for negative t. 
Proposition 6.4.1. Assumption 6.1.1 holds when Wn(t) is a smoothing of a 
Wiener process. 
We will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.4.2. Let W be a 1-dimensional Wiener process, {Wn}nEN its smooth-
ing, {fn}nEN a family of one dimensional stochastic processes independent of W. 
Assume that for some "' > 0 and positive integer p 
Then 
( E sup lfn(t) lP) 
1
/P ~ con-~. 
t~T 
( E~~f ll fn(s)dWn(s)D lfp ~ en-" 




Proof. Changing the variable of integration in the definition of the smoothing, it 
is easy to show that 
dWn(t) 1 ft 
dt = n(W(t)- W(t- ;)) = n lt-l dW(v) (6.4.3) 
n 
Define W(t) = W(T), fn(t) = fn(T) fort> T. Substituting (6.4.3) and changing 
the order of integration in J~ f n ( s )dWn ( s) we obtain the following estimate: 
where 
t v+l p 
J2 = CpnPEsup rt_.!. rt n fn(s)dsdW(v) ' 
t~T it. n it 
constant Cp depends only on p. Applying Burkholder-Davis-Gundy, and then a 
sequence of Jensen's inequalities, and using conditions of the lemma, we get 
where constant c does not depend on n. 0 
Proof of Proposition 6.4.1. Assumption 6.1.1(1) holds by Theoren1 6.2.1 since for 
every E > 0 almost surely 
sup IW1(t)- W~(t)l < 
t~T 
sup IHfJ (t) - w1 ( u) I < (cn-~+c' 
t,u~T 
!t-u!<~ 
where (c is a finite random variable which does not depend on n. 
(6.4.4) 
Next, we verify Assu1nption 6.1.1(2) in the situation where j and l coincide. 
Using (6.3.1) we have 
E sup IS~jlp < 
t~T 
cEsup I rt rl (Wl(s)- Wl(s- !!:.))dudW1(s)lp 
t~T la la n 
- cEsup { (W1(s)- W1(s- !!:_))du 
I 
1 12p 
t~T la n 
Then using Burkholder-Davis-Gundy and Jensen's inequalities 




for any p 2:: 1, where constant c does not depend on n. It suffices to apply 
Lemma 6.2.2. In the case j i- l we assign fn(t) = Wi(t) - W~(t), W(t) = 
W 1(t). Inequality (6.4.1) holds by (6.4.4). Assumption 6.1.1(2) is satisfied by 
Le1nma 6.4.2 and Lemma 6.2.2. 
It is remained to verify Assumption 6.1.1(3). By Definition 6.4.1 
Define two random variables 
. !Wi(s)- Wi(s- ujn)l 
~1 = sup ----r=====--~-
s,u . I 
n~3 y ~ ln ln n 
d 
l IW1(s)- W1(s- 1/n)l 
an 7]5 = sup ~-~;====-----
. n~3 V~ ln ln n 
depending on para1neters s, u. For fixed s, u they are equivalent to the random 
variables 
ci - JU!Wi(1/n)l 
l:,su- sup--;.===-
, n~3 V~ ln ln n 
and rr =sup 1Wz(1/n)l 
s n~3 J ~ ln ln n' 
respectively, where Wi ( t) and W1 ( t) are two Wiener processes depending on s, 
u, j, l. By Lemma 6.2.4 
and 
E [ (TJ~) 2ds 
and, consequently, almost surely 
Finally, 
[[Sn[[(t) ::0: L [ [ ~{,udury~ds In Inn ::0: (In Inn, 
j,l 0 0 
where 
( = ~ ([ [ (~{,Yduds) 
112 
([ (TJ~) 2ds) 
112 
is an almost surely finite random variable. This implies for every positive 8 
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